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BACK TO SCHOOL - The hallways of the city schools were full again, at least for hakillitay. The Murray Independent School District scheduled half day sessions today and Wednesday. The first full day of classes is
Thursday. Calloway County schools will meet for half a day Friday. Calloway buses will run at the regular time
in the morning. Classes will be dismissed at 11 a.m. at the high school and middle school while the elementary school students will leave at 11:15. Calloway's first day of classes is Monday and buses will run normal
schedules. Classes at Murray State University will begin Aug. 26. New students who have not registered are
asked to do so at the proper school.
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By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Treasurer Drexell Davis apparently
does not plan to change his system for
determining interest rates on state
deposits despite the wishes of a state
Investment Commission.
At a meeting Monday, the commission adopted a goal that its supporters
believe will help the state get the
greatest return on the money it invests, generally in certificates of
deposit.
The goal calls for "the maximization of the direct yield on (the state's)
portfolio of assets given (statutory)
limitations and the liquidity needs of
the state."
The state's surplus cash currently is
invested in Kentucky banks at a rate
of one-quarter percent below the "going Kentucky interest rate," said
Assistant Treasurer Clinton H.
Newman!!.
The Investment Commission wants
to bring an end to the quarter-percent
discount to maximize the return the
state receives.
After a commission meeting last
month, Treasurer Drexell Davis said
he feared the investment goal would
mean the state's money would be
removed from Kentucky banks to be
invested in New York banks, which
pay higher interest rates.

Governor States In Interview Monday

KEA Criticism Disservice To Stand On PN

•

By SY RAMSEY
secondary education.
Associated Press Writer
Professional negotiations would
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - The give teachers a say in school policy
Kentucky Education Association and has been sought unsuccessfully
"does a disservice to their long-term by the KEA for many years.
A PN bill promoted by Brown failed
goal of having professional negotiations" in its severe criticism of some to pass during the 1980 legislative sesrecent budget cuts, according to Gov. sion.
"Yes, I think teachers need more
John Y. Brown Jr.
voice
in the school system, but not this
In an interview Monday, the goverkind
of
voice where it's not based on
nor claimed the KEA's attitude goes
against the needs of the mainstream facts or reasons for the times we live
in," the governor said.
of teachers.
"I guess I'm in something of a
Brown, who first announced his supparadox. I want to keep an open,
port of professional negotiations when
health communication with teachers,
he ran for governor in 1979, did not say
but on the same part they (must) be
how he feels now about PN in light of
willing to cooperate within reason
the KEA Delegate Assembly's angry
because we haven't touched them."
reaction last Saturday to two recent
The delegates appeared most upset
spending reductions in education.
by elimination of two in-service trainMore than 400 members of the KEA ing days for which they will lose about
assembly voted at Louisville to $160 each in annual salary for a total
declare "a state of crisis for public of $5.5 million.
education in Kentucky." It also
The governor said that the agadopted a political action plan to try gregate reductions for teachers
to challenge and modify the $40.2 amount to only one-hall of one percent
million in cuts for elementary and of all the cuts he has been forced
to
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make during his 20-month administration.
"Frankly, I thought it would have
been well for the teachers to have
volunteered to give up two in-service
days," he said. "That's the kind of attitude I would respect."
Claiming that in-service training
used to be attended voluntarily
without pay, Brown said teachers
have not been asked to work to save
money.
The KEA, which insists the inservice cut is a salary cut, responded
in cold silence to Brown when he
made an unscheduled appearance and
spoke to the assembly Saturday.
The other major issue is $9.5 million
which was reduced from state contributions to the teacher retirement
system.
Brown said the KEA has
misrepresented the situation and that
he understands teacher retirement
"is overfunded by $30 million- and the
reduction would have no impact on
education.
The governor said he is "surprised

and disappointed" at the hostile reaction of the KEA.
"The thing that's confused me is
that in all my meetings with the
leadership of the KEA and the
teachers, they never complained
about any cutbacks in administration,
yet there have been major cuts
there," he said.
"It's not fair for them on one hand
not CO complain about the cuts in administration and,just because they're
losing two days in in-service, say it's
affecting the quality of education
when it's not affecting it one iota."
Brown said that he would be glad to
have the leadership of the KEA join
him Wednesday night on the KET program "The People's Business" to
discuss the matter thoroughly and
openly before the people of Kentucky.
"If the average percent of the state
government cutbacks over the last
biennium had been applied to
teachers, it would have cost them approximately $3,500 each in salary,"
Brown said.
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partly sunny
Partly sunny and mild this
afternoon. High in the upper 70s.
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
rain tonight. Low in the low to
mid 60s. Rain likely on Wednesday. High in the mid to upper 70s.
Winds will be east to northeast at
5 to 15 mph today tonight and
Wednesday.

Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

357.11
'15714

Head Start Registration
Set Thursday, Friday
The Murray Head Start will hold
registration for the 1981-82 school year
on Thursday, Aug. 20, and Friday,
Aug. 21.
Registration will be held from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Head Start
Center in the Child Studies Building
on the Murray State University campus.
Anyone who submitted an application in the spring for the Head Start
program also is asked to come one of
the registration sessions. Those
parents who have not provided income verification or immunization in-

formation will need to furnish this information.
Head Start also has a few openings
for applicants in the Home Base Program. Head Start is a federallyfunded program for low-income
families.
Financial guidelines for the 1981-82
school year is $8,450 for a family of
four. Head Start will accept applications for children ages 3-5.
For more information about
registration, dial 753-7286 from 9 a.m.
to 4.p.m. Monday thsough Friday.

But Deputy Finance Secretary earn higher rates or offering them to
Gene Smith, who chaired Monday's Kentucky banks on a competitive-bid
meeting,said that was not the case.
basis, said Newman, who represented
"The only issue is that state banks Davis at the meeting.
should pay the same rate to the state
If the deposits were submitted to
as they do to individuals," Smith said. bids, Newrhan said, the state's in''I believe the banks of Kentucky will vestments probably would be concen-pay the rate to citizens collectively trated in larger banks, primarily in
that they do individually."
Louisville.
Every extra dollar earned in inAnother possibility is that smaller
terest, he added, will mean another banks would bid high enough to get
dollar to finance State programs or a the state deposits but would pass
dollar less to cut from the budget.
along the costs to their customers,
The treasurer's office, however, Newman said.
continued to maintain that the action
Smith maintained, however, that
could mean taking state deposits out raising the cost of state deposits
to
of state banks.
banks would have no significant effect
Obtaining the maximum direct in- on the interest rates they charge their
terest would mean either sending
See INVESTMENTS,
state deposits to New York banks to
Page 12, Column 5

University Students
To Be Recognized
The scholarship program of the
Alumni Association at Murray State
University will be the center of attention when recipients of awards for
1981-82 are recognized on Sunday,
Aug. 23
Students who have been awarded
scholarships through the alumni program and their parents will be the
guests of honor at a "Winners Circle"
reception to begin at 2:30 p.m. in the
ballroom of the University Center.
Awards for the upcoming year include 41 Century Club scholarships for
$20,500 and 55 memorial and honorary
scholarships for $40,250, making a
total of $60,750 for 96 scholarships.
Dr. Ben Humphreys of Murray,
president of the Alumni Association,
called attention to the impressive
record of past alumni scholarship
recipients and said he expects the

Baugh Resigns Post; To
Be Replaced By Hewitt
Nita Baugh, program director for
the Calloway County Public Library,
has resigned that position to persue a
career in counseling at the graduate
level in Indiana.
A library staff member for three
years, Baugh has served as coordinator of the library's Outreach Project.
Lynn Hewitt, Murray, will assume
the program director's job when
Baugh leaves at the end of August.
Baugh, a native of Nashville, came
to Murray in 1976 to attend Murray
State University. She graduated this
spring with a degree in English.
Her background includes work with
young people and adults in Christian
counseling. Baugh recently attended
a graduate seminar offered by Dr.
Lawrence Crabb.
Since her employment at the
library, Baugh has instigated
photography workshops which
resulted in the installation of
darkroom facilities in the Library
Arts Annex.
In addition to her program duties,
Baugh has performed all art work and
design at the library and served as
staff photographer.
Baugh also is known for her ability
110
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Personal Income Reaches Largest Gain

if•

By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- Americans'
personal income jumped 1.6 percent
in July, the largest gain in a year,
with a big boost from increased Social
Security payments, the government
reported today.

•
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Personal spending also grew
substantially, rising 1.2 percent over
June's total, the Conunerce Department report said.
Last month's increase in personal
4ome was the largest since the 1.6
percent reported for July 1980.
•

•-•
-

-

Congressionally ordered cost-ofliving adjustments in government
benefit programs, which took effect
July 1, accounted for nearly half of the
$37 billion gain in personal income,
the report said. Increases in Social
Security benefits alone added $15
billion.
•
In all, personal income rose to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
$2.42 "trillion in July, while spending
rose $21.9 billion to a rate of $1.92
trillion.
New personal savings rose just over
9 percent to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $113 billion, the report

.11,111111r41.11.0111.0./...4.•-•••
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said.
That brought the national savings
rate, which had been unusually low
for a year or more, to 5.4 percent of
disposable income in June, up from
5.3 percent in May and well up from
February's 4.6 percent.
The sayings rate is computed on a
moving average of several months
and the July figure will not be
available until next month.
Disposable, or after-tax, income
also rose 1.6 percent in July, reaching
a seasonally adjusted rate of $2.03
trthon,the report said.
Excluding the cost-of4iving in•

latest ones to continue that same standard of academic excellence."
He added that the "Winners Circle"
scholarship reception, inaugurated in
the fall of 1980, was organized to pay
sfiecial tribute to alumni scholarship
winners. In prior years, they were
recognized as part of the program at
the annual alumni banquet in the spring.
"These were outstanding young
people who have distinguished
themselves
by
their
accomplishments," Humphreys continued. We invite everyone to attend
the reception to show them we are
proud of their past successes and that
we support them in their future
academic pursuits."
Dr. Ray Mofield, professor of jourSee STUDENTS.
Page 12, Column 5

creases in government programs, the
personal-income figure would have
risen about 0.9 percent in July, still
above the increases of recent months.
June's gain, originally reported at
0.6 percent, was revised to 0.7 percent
in the new report. The .1ttly figure also
is subject to revision. Increases of 0.6
percent were reported in April and
May.
The July increase appeared to be
evidence that although the national
economy is not speeding ahead.
neither is it falling into a steep
downturn.

1.ynn Hewitt

•

--

-

Nita Baugh
•

to speak to groups of all ages on
various subjects.
Hewitt received a degree in elementary. education from Murray State in
1979. She taught for one year in the
Henry County School Systern and currently is working on a master of arts
in education at MSU.
Active in the Special Olympics program for handicapped children,
Hewitt also has had published a curriculum for elementary children in all
five subject areas pertaining to environmental education.
Hewitt has a special interest in art
and paints as a hobby. She has been
employed in the city-county park
system as an umpire of youth softball
leagues.
Hewitt's office will be housed in the
Library Arts Annex where several
programs and Story Hours are held
each week. Her position will enable
ner to initiate and implement
workshops, special projects and promote those ongoing programs.
"We are fortunate in having a person of Lynn's personality and talents
to carry on the excellent role Nita has
created as program coordinator for
both inside and Outreach activities,"
Margaret Trevathan, librarian, said.
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MEMORIES — Ethelene Ahart and William Andrew Crump disucss the origin of
an unidentified photograph at the tenth annual homecoming held Aug. 9 at the
former site of Fenton.
A Photo by Vena Matlock

E ACES
'
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If you build a eastie in
the air, you won't need a
mortgage
- Philip
Lasarus
South thought he had an
easy game in sight in view
of West's takeout double
Carelessness followed. and
Instead of game and rubber.
South was left with a heavy
mortgage
Declarer's diamond ace
won the first trick and
trumps were drawn in four
rounds The 10 of clubs was
led with hopes of a cover
but when West played low.
South let it ride to East's
queen East shifted to the
heart deuce and now declarer realized that he had been
impulsive He tried to salvage the mess by playing his
king to West's ace. but West
would riot fall for the bait
Instead of trying to cash two

Many Local Persons Attend The
10th Annual Homecoming, LBL
Cen rn3i C

E
2

710,0:20
PIOT roomed. t
AAR*

Down one and so much for
castles in the sky
To make his game,
declarer should win his diamond ace and immediately
pass the club 10 to East's
queen. Back comes a heart

for two heart losers, but
when West knocks out the
diamond king, declarer gets
to his hand via the trump
suit. Four rounds of trumps
exhaust East and the
repeated club finesse brings
in the elusive game
Drawing trumps is a priority matter But they are
better left alone when
NORTH
•K 5
•6 5 4
•K 7 4 3
•AJ97
WEST
•J
•AQ103
•Q.198
•K 5 4 2
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FENTON, Ky. — Former years ago has subsided.
residents of TVA's Land „There's no animosity left,"
Between the Lakes area, Miss Gillahan said. "If there
their friends, and relatives is, we are all old enough not
swapped stories, renewed to show it."
old acquaintances, and held Raymond
Matheny's
an old-fashioned picnic lunch grandfather settled near the
at their 10th annual site of the homecoming and
homecoming.
at one time owned much of
Dolly Gillahan, a former the land that is now the site
resident and secretary of the of TVA's Administrative OfLand Between the Lakes flee at LBL "In my
Homecoming Committee, childhod, it was a good
estimated that 700 to 750 peo- place," Matheny said.
ple attended the Aug. 9th Matheny said the spirit of
event at the old Fenton the area was what he
airstrip. She said a total of remembered the most.
478 registered from 15 states Anna Jones Elkins of
and about 28 different com- Nashville, Tenn., hadn't
munities in Kentucky, with seen her cousin Mayvus
Murray - and Cadiz having Downs Perry for two years
the largest representation. until the reunion. Mrs.
Former residents returned Elkins' father, known as
from Florida, Nevada, Casey Jones, once lit the
Mississippi, Oklahoma, kerosene lamps on the EgMichigan, Indiana, Ohio, gner's Ferry Bridge at FenAlabama,
Colorado,
ton before it was fitted with
Missouri, North Carolina, electric lights.
and California to reminisce
According to Mrs. Perry,
with their former neighbors.
According to Miss crossing the ferry to Hardin
Gillahan, Odie Oakley of to buy a strawberry soda
Calvert City at 94 years of was one of the biggest
age was the oldest man at pleasures of her childhood,
the homecoming. Nora Hig- back when the LBL area was
gins, 89, from Hardin, was
the oldest woman present.
Eighty-six year old Garnie
McCloud and his 83 year old
Tuesday, Aug. 18
wife Tishi were the oldest Parents Anonymous will
couple present.
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforMuch of the feeling mation call 759-1087 or 753generated when TVA bought 6917.
the land to establish LBL 17
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

EAST
•8 6 3 2
•J 9 8 2
•10 6
•Q 6 3

Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding:
sorth West North
I*
Pass
3•

Dbl
Pass
Pass

Dealer
East
2,
Pass
All
pass

Rdbl
2*
44

Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
WOW Family Night has
been cancelled and will be
rescheduled at a later date.
Churchwide skating party
of Memorial Baptist Church
will be held from 6 to 8 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

I LOST 43 POUNDS
IN JUST 14 WEEKS
I had lost weight before, but as soon as I went off
whatever diet I was trying, the pounds came right
back on Diet Center's approach is totally
different' Not only did I lose all that excess
weight, I learned how to keep if off I feel better'
about myself and it's great to know that I am in
control'

(weir. Atezlew

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
Join the thousands of men and women who
have learned to control their weight at Diet
Center. Our program is based on sound
nutrition and private, daily counseling from
someone who cares and understands. Diet
Center Counselors know what it takes to lose
weight because they have done it themselves'
Diet Center, the last we}ght loss program you'll
ever need!

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS
And We'll Teach You How To Keep It Off'
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

NO SHOTS•NO DRUGS•NO CONTRACTS
THE I.CissAfc

DIET Q11,
CENTER!. "'ma.
The VIlliqpir 641 No. 7534020 11111wreY. KY.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and Exposition Center.
Tuesday Night Ladies
Bowling League at Corvette
Lanes will have its league
meeting at 7 p.m. at the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan,
Main and Seventh Streets.

ri

MARRIED RECENTLY — Marine Staff Sgt. Patrick L. Jacks of Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina, and Miss Susan Lynn Knapp of Fredericksburg, Virginia, were married
Saturday, Aug. 1, at the First Baptist Church, Fredericksburg. Staff Sgt. jacks is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd jacks of Murray. The new bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Knapp of Las Vegas, Nevada,formerly of Fredericksburg, Va.
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Patient dieting

declarer needs one for an
entry
Bid with Corn
South holds

8-18-B

J
•A Q 103
•Q J 9 8
.11K 5 4 2

North
1.
109

South
IV

ANSWER: Three diamonds
Usually considered a forcing bid. If not, then South
must change suits (two
clubs) to force North to bid
again.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225
with self•addressed stamped envelope
for reply

•

Wednesday, Aug. 19
Thursday, Aug.20
Ceramic Classes for
Twin
Lakers Antique Car
Senior Citizens will be held
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
from 12:30 to 2 p.m. at the St.
Gateway Restaurant at
John's Center, Main and
Broach Streets. For infor- Draffenville.
mation call 753-0929.
Temple Hill Chapter No.
511 Order of the Eastern Star
Board of directors of the
Murray-Calloway County will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Mental Health and Mental lodge hall.
Retardation Board is
Murray Women of the
scheduled to meet at 3 p.m.
Moose
are scheduled to meet
at the center.
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall.
First Christian Church
Fall term faculty luncheon
Choir will meet at the
homeof O.B. and Margaret and meeting will be at 12
Boone for a hymn sing and noon at the Ballroom,
ice cream party at 7:30 p.m. University Center, Murray
State University.
Both youth groups of the
First Christian Church will
Mothers Day Out will be at
meet at the church at 4 p.m. 9 a.m. at the First Baptist
for a swim party from 4 to Church.
7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Aquatics Club.
Janelle Doyle Group of
First Baptist Church Women
Thursday,Aug.20
will meet at 9:45 a.m. at the
Murray Head Start will church
parlor.
hold its registration for the
1981-82 school year at the
Center in the Child Studies
Building, Murray State
University, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. For information call
753-7286.
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Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
wife is dieting and exercising one-half hour each night
on the bike. She eats like a
bird but no junk food. She is
32 and now weighs 129 and
is 5-feet-2. She is trying for
115. She did lose six pounds
the first three weeks. But
the last three weeks there
has been no loss at all. She is
on the pill. Does that make a
difference? She doesn't
smoke or drink. Naturally
she is getting discouraged
and I feel lousy for her. Dieting was my idea.
DEAR READER — And it
was a good idea. You both
need a little more patience.
The initial weight loss that
most people experience
when they go on a diet is
mostly loss of body water
and emptying out the digestive system. It is not real
fat. People get encouraged
and then expect to lose the
same amount each week and
it just doesn't work that
way.
Of course the amount of
the initial loss has a lot to do
with how severe the diet is.
The more sensible the diet,
the less likely you are to lose
a lot of weight in the first
week or two. The really successful programs are those
that result in the loss of
about a pound of fat a week
or even just a half pound.
A person needs to be on a
balanced sensible diet plan
to lose weight safely. Such a
plan is included in The
Health Letter number 4-7,
Weight Losing Diet, which I
am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Successful weight control
programs involve a permanent change in life style.
That includes a balanced

diet that eliminates excess
calories. You can use the
diet I am sending you as a
basis for a permanent diet.
When your wife reaches her
goal, she can add enough
foods to it to maintain her
weight.
Birth control pills will not
prevent weight loss. They
may cause a person to retain
longer the water from
metabolism of fat. Many
people retain water anyway
while losing weight and then
suddenly eliminate a lot of
water and lose several
pounds. For several weeks
there may be no weight loss
again by the scales but fat is
disappearing and water is
accumulating. This plateau
effect may confuse a person
but the thing to do is ignore
it and stick to the diet on a
long-term basis.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
83 years old and I like licorice candy. Some tell me it
is not good to eat too much.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Onlv
With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Elitra

694 Special For Kids
Inside Dining Only

August board meeting of
the Murray Lions Club will
be held at 7 m.at the home of
David Walker, 1606 Catalina
Drive.

Here's the Diamond Sole you've
been waiting forl Choose from over
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters
and Save 30% . Buy now with easy terms
or Layaway for Christmas.
•

Michelson's
Bel Air Shop. Center Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Sat. 10-5
Murray, Ky.
ik'PqFP .)t,PE;0344

What do you say?
DEAR READER — Licorice can cause high blood
pressure. And it can affect
the potassium level in the
body. But cheer up, that is
natural licorice and natural
licorice is not used to make
candy in the United States.
An artificial product is used
to provide the licorice flavor
that you like. It does not
have the same action as natural licorice. Candy in
Europe may contain the real
licorice and excessive ingestion may be harmful. Here is
a good example where the
artificial product is far
superior — and safer —
than the natural one.
Real licorice is used in
some brands of chewing
tobacco. Cases of licorice
intoxication have been
reported in men who chew
and particularly those who
swallow the tobacco juice.
High blood pressure and low
potassium levels are seen in
these cases.
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Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will meet at 8
p.m. in the library at
Calloway County High
School.

Murray Business and Professional Women's Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church
parking lot to go to the Holiday Inn at Mayfield to meet
Wednesday,Aug. 19
with the Emblem Club of
Sheppard Mayfield and the Paducah
Bettye
Memorial Invitational Golf Club at 7 p.m.
Tournament will be played
at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country
Men's Stag Night will be
held at 5:30 p.m. at the MurClub.
ray Country Club with VerLadies day golf with non
Cohoon, Rob Miller,
Louise Lamb as hostess will Dick Orr, and
Virgil Harris
be played at 9 a.m. at the in charge of
arrangements.
Club.
Murray Country
Ellis Center will be open
uglas Centers
Hazel and-1S—
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acp.m. for activities by the tivities by the Senior
Senior Citizens with lunch at Citizens. For transportation
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at call 753-0929 between 8:30 to
9a.m.
•
Douglas at 12 noon.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Overeaters Anonymous will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
will meet at 12 noon in the p.m. for activities by the
basement of the Baptist Stu- Senior Citizens with lunch at
dent Un, Waldrop and Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Chestnut Streets.
Douslasat 12 noon.

a

HEALTH

lead. Diamond

Opening

Community Events Listed

Group D of the Beginning
Ladies Tennis of the-Murray
Country Club will play from
6 to 8 p.m. at the club.

4)404

known as Between the
Rivers.
also
She
remembered the time her
father bought some hound
dogs in Cadiz and her mother
let them loose the next day
because they howled all
night long.
Mrs. Perry and her cousin
laughed as she remembered
the time she rode a horse into a clothesline and was
thrown from the animal.
Response to the homecoming has pleased Miss
Gillahan. "I've had more
people this year than ever
before come up and tell me
how much they enjoyed the
homecoming. To me, that's
quite a step forward." She
also expressed her thanks to
TVA for mowing the area used for the homecoming and
providing tents, tables, and
restroom facilities for the
event.
U. S. Senator Wendell
Ford has also sent Miss
Gillahan a letter congratulating her and other
former residents on the success of the event, held in a
beautiful area that once was
theirs.
•
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more hearts, West persisted
with diamonds and declarer
was left with no entry to
repeat the club finesse
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Gamma Gamma
Chapter Members
Attend Meet

othsti.4

Nine members of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi attended the anntial state convention held
June 26 to 28 at Louisville.
Attending were Earlene
Futrell, Linda England,
Judy English, Liz Hill, Linda
Hunt, Brenda Jones, Linda
Knight, Becky Phillips, and
Marlene Waldrop.
On the first night the
chapter saw the vaudeville
show, "Down Memory
Lane," presented by several
chapters throughout the
state.
The chapter held a social
forum along with two other
chapters that had forums on
programs and membership.
Gamma Gamma set up

By Abigail Van Buren

Adoptee's Love Extends
To Natural Mother, Too
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for saying that when adopted
children become adults they have the right to know who
their natural parents are, providing the natural parents
want to be found.
I'm adopted, but I am not an adult yet. I love the parents
who raised me very, very much, but I would like to know my
natural mother. I often wonder, do I look like her? Is she
happy? Do I have any half-sisters or brothers?
To my "Mom": Wherever you are, if you bore a daughter
on Dec. 10, 1967. I love you.
SHARI (ADOPTED)
ATTEND CONVENTION - Members of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi attending the state
DEAR SHARI: Wherever your mother is, whether
she reads your message or not, I know she loves you, convention held in Louisville were, left to right, Brenda Jones, Linda Knight, Earlene Futrell, Becky Phillips, Lintoo. Yes, I do feel strongly that adult adopted da England, Marlene Waldrop, Liz Hill, and Judy English. Not picture is Linda Hunt.
children have the right to know where they came
from, but I also believe that no adopted child should
intrude on the life of his natural parent, nor should a
natural parent intrude on the life of a child once
given up for adoption.
However, if a reunion is agreeable to both parties, 8-8-81
E. Sherrill, 813 Beach,
Mrs. Luna K. Greer, Rt. 2.
it could complete the lives of all concerned.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS 8-9-81
Mayfield;
Gloria
M.
Mrs.
Murray;
Mrs. Wanda S.
There are two organizations where both natural
NO
NEWBORN
Newsom, Box 1223, Paris, Craig, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
parents and adoptees may register. Cross-matches Baby boy Butler (mother,
ADMISSIONS
Rita D.) Rt. 1, Box 17A, Dexare made, and information is exchanged only if both ter.
Tenn.; Mrs. Grace N. Tenn.; William Robert
DISMISSALS
parties desire it:
Parker, Rt. 3, Benton.
Galloway, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
Mrs.
Darla
S.
Cass
and
ALMA, P.O. Box 154, Washington Bridge Station, Baby boy Jordan (mother,
Karl J. Hoover, Rt. 5, Mur- Mrs. Barbara K. Burkeen,
baby
girl,
Rt.
4,
Benton;
New York, N.Y. 10033.
Benita F.) Rt. 1, FarmMrs. Sharon M. Mabe and ray; Commie E. Cain, Rt. 1, Rt. 3, Murray; William T.
CUB, P.O. Box 573, Milford, Maine 01757.
ington.
/
2 North First,
girl, Rt. 2, Almo; Burton E. Young,1320 McGehee, 4081
Baby girl Prather baby
DEAR ABBY: I just graduated from college and really (mother, Geraldine) Rt. 1, Palmersville, Tenn.; Mrs. Olive Boulevard, Murray; Murray; Mrs. Mary A.
treasured my diploma because I worked very hard for a long Benton.
Anne D. Tucker and baby Jerry Burkhart, Rt. 4, Mur- Venezia, 10512 Poplar,
ray; Earl D. Clayton, 806 Petersburg,Fla.
it.
get
to
time
Baby boy Sanders boy,Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Guthrie
Drive, Murray;
My mother was also proud, so she decided to surprise me
Robert Kirks, F3
Mrs. Beverly E. Brown,
and frame my diploma. Abby, instead of taking it to a (mother, Barbara J.) L5, 15810 Merrill Road,
Mrs. Bessie Schroader, Rt. Southside Manor, Murray;
Elsie,
professional framer, she took scissors and cut it down to Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Dixie Workman, 1508
ich.; Lynette M. Todd, 801 1, Almo.
make it fit an old $2 picture frame she happened to have
DISMISSALS
Wyatt,
Mrs.
R.
Lydia
1505
Murray; Mg.
Parklane,
cGuire,
Paducah;
Direk
A.
lying around the house! When I saw it I nearly fainted. The
DISMISSALS
Stadium View Drive, Mur- Blanche Larson, Rt. 6, MurTodd,
801
McGuire,
diploma is noticeably reduced in size and looks terrible.
Mary Sue Payne, 409
My mother refuses to admit she did anything wrong. I North L. P. Miller Street, Paducah; John Wayne Stub- ray; Willie 0.Sorrels, 317 Ir- ray; James A. Parker, 1629
vin, Murray; Mrs. Mary Catalina, Murray; Bobby G.
want two things from her: 1) an apology; 2) I want her to Murray; L.
V. Blanton, 506 blefield, Sr., Rt. 1, Almo; Ruth Wilson, 1616 Magnolia, Wiggins, 210 Friendship
arrange with the college to send me a replacement. I know I
Mrs. Betty L. Malone, Rt. 5,
could request a replacement of that diploma myself, but I North First, Murray; Mrs. Murray; Lore B. Landolt, Murray; Mrs. Grace D. Jef- Drive, Fulton; Mrs. Venice
Patricia
A.
Riley,
Rt.
3, Clin, think since she's the one who mutilated it, she should
frey, Box 526, Murray; Travis, Rt. 3, Murray.
ton; Shannon "Jones, Rt. 8, 1318 Wells Boulevard,Mur- Eugene P. Forrester, Rt. 1,
replace it.
•
She reads you faithfully in the Los Angeles Times and Murray; John Wayne Stub- ray.
-Mrs. Sylvia A. Rowley, Rt. Union City, Term.; Alline
respects your judgment, so please put your answer in the blefield, Jr., Rt. 1, Almo.
4, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; Cindy.L. Evins, 1901 Sherry Lane, NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
paper.
Ms.
Donna
Faye
Murray.
Tynes, baby boy (Vicki)
BURNING IN RIVERSIDE, CALIF. Wheatley, Rt. 3,
Murray; Horner, 1104 College Court, 8-11--81
Rt. 5, Box 302, Benton.
Murray;
J.
I.
Patton,
Rt.
1,
Mrs. Dorothy N. Atkins,
NO NEWBORN
DEAR BURNING: I think your well-meaning
McClure, baby boy
Hazel; Connie L. Wyatt, Rt.
ADMISSIONS
mother owes you: 1) an apology for her poor judg- Hardin; Mrs. Frances M. 1, Almo; William J. Wheeler,
(Deborah) D-6 South Side
Gardner, Rt. 7, Murray;
ment; 2) a replacement.
DISMISSALS
Manor, Murray.
James F. Kendall, Rt. 7, New Concord; Mrs. Otie °C.
Mrs.
Nettie
J.
Wyatt,
824
DISMISSALS
.Trevathan,
1506
Glendale,
DEAR ABBY: Do you think it's really possible to forgive Mayfield; Robert J. ThornSouth Fourth, Murray;
Kim Torie Lawrence, 102
Murray.
forget?
and
ton, Rt. 6, Mayfield; Mrs.
James T. Cashion, New Con- Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs
VIRG Florence M. Ross, Rt. 6,
cord; Mrs. Otna L. Tidwell Marie Houston, Rt. 3, Mur8-10-81
Murray.
and baby girl, Hazel; Mrs. ray; Mrs. Tonya R. Green,
DEAR VIRG:I know it is. Were it not so,we'd all be
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Barbara
Mrs.
Amelia
K.
McLeod,
J. Sanders and 201 E. 21st, Benton; Jimmy
living in an awful kind of hell.
McClure, baby dgirl 'baby boy,
Rt.8, Murray; Mrs. Beatrice
Rt. 5, Paris, D. Higgins, Rt. 3, Murray;
DEAR ABBY: Was I ever relieved to see the letter from K. Smith, 1001 Vine Street, (Angela G.) Rt. 5, Box 141, Tenn.; Mrs. Geraldine Mrs. Shirley J. Vaughn, Rt.
MOLLY, whose husband can't hear unless he has his Murray; Mrs. Nancy Willie Murray.
.Prather and baby girl, Rt. 1, 2, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn E.
glasses on! For years I thought I was the only person with and baby boy, 1653 Walnut
DISMISSALS
Benton.
Green, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
this freaky problem. I'm extremely nearsighted, and I can't Street, Benton; Edward 0.
Mrs. Bonnie F. Farmer
Thomas
E.
Jones,
BardYnema R. Wright, Rt. 1,
telephone.
especially
the
on
- hear without my glasses Chadwick, 106 South 12th and baby girl and boy, Rt. 8. well; Mrs. Goldie A. Smith,
Murray.
Thanks, that letter made my day!
Benton; Mrs. Vicki P. Sor- Rt. 1, Dexter;
James E.
FELLOW SUFFERER Street, Murray; Mrs.
Mrs. Thelma Hargrove,
Phronia Omega Jones, Rt. 5, row and baby boy, 811 Meadows, 730 Fairlane,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Louise
DEAR SUFFERER: According to my mail, you have Benton; Mrs. Cora Dumas, Broad, Murray; Mrs. Jody Murray; Mrs. Diane Wilson, Washum, 603 Curtis, Paris,
R. Dickens and baby boy 1108 Main,
300 Pine Street, Murray.
a lot of fellow sufferers, but here's a new one:
Murray; Mat- Tenn.; Mrs. Mammie
Mrs. Mary Louise Brooks, 1712 Melrose Drive, Murray; thew W. Garrison, Rt. 6
Foster, 1527 London Drive,
DEAR ABBY: Tell MOLLY her husband is not crazy. I Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Mrs. Yolanda M. Gibson anC Murray; Cheri Y. Rushing,
Murray; Sharon W. Hern'always thought I was because I wear glasses and false Laura F. Rogers, 907 baby boy,Box 744, Mayfield; Box
622, Murray; John T don, 608 South Ninth, Murteeth, too, and would you believe when I take out my teeth Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs. Sherry A. Dean anc
Stephens,
Jr., Rt. 1, Fulton.
ray; Mrs. Norma J. Ladd,
.-end take off my glasses, I can't hear a thing, either?
baby girl, Rt. 2,Paris, Tenn.
DEAF IN WYOMING Mrs. Betty J. Venice, Rt. 5,
Mrs. Rebecca A. Futrell.
Murray; Mrs. Malissa B.
Shady
Oaks Trailer Court,
Broach,
Puryear,
Tenn.;
; CONFIDENTIAL TO "M" IN ST. PETERSBURG:
Don't turn up your nose at a good man because he has Mrs. Eva 0. Hundley, 407 Murray;• Jerry D. -Carroll,
a little dirt under his fingernails. Maybe he got it South Ninth Street, Murray; Rt. 6, Murray; Joel William
from burying money in his backyard.
Mrs. Ardee A. Riley, 409 Smith, 9610 Higgins Road,
Rosemont, Ill.; Mrs. Mary
Cherry, Murray.

Hospital Patients, Newborns Are Listed
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Rt. 1, Hardin; James H.
Algood, Rt. 2, Calvert City;
James Richard Kimbro, Rt.
5, Murray.
Tammy E. Mays, 200 East
18th, Benton; Mrs. Jean Ann
Lawson, Rt 1, Mayfield;
William J. Holt, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Charlotte B. Pile,
Hudson; LaJeanna G.
Thornton, 2112 Coldwater
Road, Murray; Mrs.
Veronica J. Elkins, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Gary W. Ahart,
Rt. 1,Farmington.
Mrs. Benita Faye Jordan,
Rt. 1, Farmington; James
Greenup, New Concord; A.
M. Thomas, 803 Sha Wa,
Murray; Mrs. Mary E.
Townley, Farmington; Mrs.
Lois H. Earhart, Rt. 1,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Hester
W. Starast, 504 Pine, Murray; Mrs. Annie Maude
Wells (expired) 701 North
18th, Murray.

SAVE-SAVE

B&PW Club Meet I Your Individual
The Murray Business and Professional Women's Club
will have a joint meeting with the Emblem Club of
Mayfield and the Paducah Club on Thursday, Aug. 20, at 7
p.m.at the Holiday Inn at Mayfield.
Mary Ray Oaken,Cadiz, past president of the Kentucky
Federation of the .B&PW Clubs, will be a special guest.
Members of the Murray club will leave the parking lot
of the Memorial Baptist Church at 6 p.m. to go to the
Mayfield meeting.

Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1981
What'dad of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the SCORPIO
stars say, read the forecast (Oct.23to Nov.421) nl'e/P
Financial hunches pay off.
given for your birth Sign.
Problems on the job test your
mettle. Avoid an excessive
ARIES
show of independence. Use
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Too
much
self- tact with friends.
aroil0
preoccupation can lead to pro- SAGITTARIUS
blems with others. Music and (Nov.22to Dec.21)"
Social life is active, but not
cultural events will soothe the
completely free of difficulties.
ego. Learn to relax.
A relaxing hobby may prove
TAURUS
(Apr.20to May 20) dirW - more satisfying than too much
Little things may irk you. gadding about.
V
Close ties do the unexpected. CAPRICORN
Avoid suspiciousness. False (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Time by yourself allows you
accusations could lead to
to deal with problems. A cool
arguments.
head helps you to take things
GEMINI
in stride. Rise above domestic
(May 21 to June 20)
It will be hard to get into the tension.
work groove now. Impatience AQUARIUS
or restlessness could be. pro- (Jan.20to Feb. 18)
Misunderstandings are
blem. Avoid excessisocialispossible now. Double-check
in&
your appointments. Don't
CANCER
snap at a co-worker.Social life
(June 21 to July 22)
Your intuition abotit a work should prove relaxing.
project is fine. Unfortunately, PISCES
.
may be preoc- (Feb.19to Mar.20) )(C
Though career prospects
copied with 'tither matters.
look good, you'll still have to
Don'tforce issues.
watch spending now. Don't
LEO
count your chickens before
(July 23to Aug.22)
Hobbies prove relaxing, but they're hatched.
some acquaintances can proyoke you now. Travel plans YOU BORN TODAY are an
are subject to change. Avoid individualist who also has an
ideological disputes.
Interest in the general
VIRGO
welfare. You may rise to a
(Aug.23toSept.22) *11 position of leadership in
The quick retort mikes politics, public service and
trouble now. Close ties are reform movements. You have
supportive, butlinicky friends .bunkum.swum,Unita you
may get on your nerves. Main- may prefer the professions.
tain your credit '
'Lew, - music, medicine,
LURIA
religion and literature are
(Sept 73to Oct. n) 411111 some of the arts' ht which
Indecisiveness can cause
have success. You're
prablems with-others. Avoid , modal* and can succeed In
deputes with frIsni about many vocations. You're at
money. Artistic psibring your but*but you specials,
pesseshaist
I- emu*18,11.01111Wilierellt

Int4

The
Public
_Is
Invited
To Attend
A
2-day
Seminar
Held
By
4

Brother William Ingrum
of Mayfield, Ky.
Ingrum is founder - president of Navah Christian
Teacher Center in Mayfield. The meetings will
be held at the Murny Holiday Inn on Monday
and Tuesday, August 17 and 18 at 7:00 p.m,
Brother Ingrum, a 1986 graduate of Rhemu
'Bible Trbining Center in Tulsa, Okla. and a
teacher in the Body of Christ will be sharing the
uncompromised word of God.
'

EVERYONE IS WELCOME

no9-

00

.1244?

seven booths, each displaying a different social with
posters of things that could
be used at each funoton. Examples of food, name tags,
invitations, decorations,
where items could'tbe purchased through special mail
order places were on handouts given to any interested

persons.
Following the forums, Hil;
Ross, International gut
speaker, had a question jnl
answer period and at t.liat
time made special not ,i(
the social forum on its
presentation.
Special awards ‘s,-;•t•
presented at the Saturd;1,
luncheon. Elizabeth !HI
represented the Gaimna
Gamma Chapter as the
chapter's Girl of the Yt-ar.
Music for the Saturday night
event was by the Ordie 1);iy
Trio.
Awards were made at the
Sunday brunch for yearbook
and scrapbook contests with
Gamma Gamma having an
entry in each contest.
The 1982 state convention
will be in Lexington and the
1983 convention
,n
Owensboro.

Carstens
Gets Degree
Kenneth Charles Carstt:
of 420-A South Eighth Stree..
Murray, was awarded the
Doctor of Philosophy degre,.
at the 120th commencement
ceremonies at Washingtor
University,St. Louis, Mo.
Carstens was one of F84
per§ons receiving gradul,
and undergraduate degree
according to William H
Danforth, chancellor of tr,
university.

Home
ifiFiran
Insu
ranc
cee
Full replacement value on your
personal belongings. While most
companies give you only the depreciated value, Federal Kemper
offers you full replacement value,
subject to your deductible and
policy limits.
This is something new and we
thought you should know about it

Call or See:

Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency
753-49r

107N. 4th

a ',a M41461•

FEDERAL KEMPER
INSURANCE COMPANY

3.1

Kempert CJI•O•dn13.1

SAVE!

D& T Warehouse Foods

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
7-s\
Northern Bathroom

New Sinclaires

Food
99

Dol3

Tissue

89c

t

23 Lb.

4 Roll Pkg.

20 Lb.

Lynn Grove Large

Potatoes
$249

Eggs

10 Lb.$1.19

Doz.
•-•

Nabisco Ritz

Crackers
16 Oz

9c

lionsocker Grape

akhdli

SAttelr

Coca-Cola
Sprite
&Pad'
or
"OR.
'Tab Phis Deposit
•

Mass.-Thurs. 8-7
U

Al

C
69
Jelly

2Lb.jar

1

9

All Can Drinks
6 pack

199

$

Across From Murray Drive-In
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pinion Page
Controlling
The Controllers
By The Associated Press
A fatal collision between two light
airplanes in California and two incidents involving commercial jets in
New Jersey and Flonda were not
related to the strike by air traffic controllers, federal and airline
-t authorities said.
But officials with the Professional
Air Traffic Controllers Organization
hinted that the New Jersey and
California incidents could have stemmed from inexperience in the tower.
Investigators sifted through the
wreckage of a Cessna 172 two-seater
and a Piper Cherokee to determine
- why the two planes collided above San
Jose, Calif., Monday, killing one man
' and injuring two others.
The Cessna pilot, James Elbert
Moses, 47, of Santa Clara, was killed,
• the coroner said. The Piper's pilot,
Bruce Marlow, 25, of Los Altos, was
- hospitalized in fair condition, and a
passenger, Robert Short, 54, of Mountain View, was treated and released.
The tower at the San Jose airport
had just cleared the 172 to land and
the other plane had not contacted the
tower for clearance," said Federal
• Aviation Administration spokesman
Alex Garvis.
In Washington, National
Transportation
Safety
Board
spokesman Ira Furman said
preliminary indications were that the
pilots were flying under visual flight
rules and were not under jurisdiction
. of controllers' radar.
"They were talking to the tower, but
they had the resporkibdity for separation between themselves," said an
7 FAA spokesman at the airport, who
• declined to be identified.
Ken'Huston, a spokesman for PATCO West, said the airport tower was
- being operated by six supervisors and

six military personnel.
"I think that means the system was
being operated by people who did not
have the skills that the journeymen
controllers have," he said.
There was no "controller's error
evident" in an incident Sunday evening above northwestern New Jersey in
which a People Express Boeing 737
with 118 people aboard was forced to
veer away sharply to avoid hitting a
private plane, FAA spokesman Irving
Moss said Monday.
Richard Hough,the pilot of the fiveseat amphibious twin-engine plane,
said he "did not come any closer than
2,000 feet" from the People Express
flight from Buffalo, N.Y., Moss said.
But Moss added that the airline pilot,
whom he refused to identify, said he
had come within 200 feet of the private
plane.
An investigation into the incident
was under way.
Moss said a computer readout
showed the smaller Grumman
Wicigen was at 4,800 feet and descending, while the 737 "was descending
through 5,000 feet" toward Newark
Airport in clear skies about 7:15 p.m.
The planes were outside the controllers' radar radius — about 25
miles northwest of Morristown — and
the pilots were operating on a "seeand-avoid" situation with visual flight
rules, Moss said.
Al Spath, of PATCO's eastern
region,said he had no way of khowing
whether the incident occurred
because of the controllers'strike.
"These things are going to happen
no matter what," Spath said. "It
might not be the controller's fault in
this case. But these incidents are happening more now because of the inexperience of some people in these positions."

Agent Orange

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

With A Gubernatorial Candidate
As He Snifted The Political Winds
You can spot a gubernatorial candidate a mile away, and we spotted
one the other day sniffing the political
winds down this way.
He had come to our town primarily
to speak to the Rotary Club on a lastminute shift in program scheduling.
And, as he expounded on a variety of
issues and legislative ailments, there
was no question what he was up to —
laying the groundwork and getting
better identified, so to speak, down
this way for a gubernatorial race in
1983.
He was State Rep. William Kentzon
of Lexington and since 1976 speaker of
the Kentucky House of Representatives. And,naturally, he's a lawyer.
We've all seen him on Kentucky
Educational Network television as he
presided over the House, but, to my
knowledge, this was the first time he
has ever come around to say "howdy"
and shake hands.
Known among his colleagues as
"Boom Boom" because of his resounding,thunderous speaking voice, Kenton was making an unprecedented swing through West Kentucky speaking
to civic clubs, being interviewed on
Tom Butler's Channel6"Accent" program and conspicuously occupying a
front seat on the speakers' platform at
the big, 101st Fancy Farm picnic.
He was following his game plan to
the letter — big broad smiles, hearty

posure to Agent Orange, drove a jeep
By JACKIE HYMAN
into the Wadsworth hospital lobby
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — Veterans early this year and fired several guns
Administration officials said Monday to protest his treatment.
His mental condition was evaluated
they had found nothing to justify
charges that Vietnam veteran James pending trial but, the reports said,
Hopkins, whose death sparked nation- doctors found no evidence of delayed
wide protests, received inadequate stress disorder from his experience in
Vietnam.
care for exposure to Agent Orange.
Hopkins died last May of an apThe VA report analyzed treatment
of veterans who may be suffering parently lethal mixture of alcohol,
from the effects of exposure to the ''knockout drops" and sleeping pills,
defoliant Agent Orange at Wadsworth according to.a coroner's report, and
and Brentwood veterans' hospitals, as his death tilgiered protests by other
well as their psychiatric programs.
Vietnam veterans, a hunger strike
The report was criticized by and a march op Washington, D.C. His
veterans and by Hopkins' widow, wife says the death was accidental.
Vietnam veteran Dave Bailey
Suzanne, who said the VA had not
criticized the briefing at a "sham...to
talked to her about the case.
Earlier Monday, VA officials held a pacify veterans who have finally
briefing for veterans and the press at started to consolidate their
which they described studies current- spokesmanship. This was to try to
NEW YORK (AP) — The hard
ly under way into the effects of Agent smoothe things out, to make it seem
Orange, including the possibility of we're yelling about something that assets people feel they've been given
"a kick in the teeth with a hobnail
genetic damage resulting in birth isn't anything."
Steve Androff, a hunger striker dur- boot" by the president and Congress,
defects.
A number of veterans said they ing this spring's nationwide protest, and they're ready to fight about it.
That's what one of them said in a
were somewhat heartened by the termed the briefing "lip service."
The report recommended addi- newsletter recently, but rather than
briefing as a sign their complaints are
being taken seriously, but others tional psychiatrists be assigned to licking his wounds, he's out to lick the
Wadsworth and consideration be enemy. "Those people need to know
termed the session a "sham."
Hopkins, who claimed to have suf- given to combining Wadsworth and that we cannot be casually dumped
fered extensive hearing loss due to ex- Brentwood under one administration. on," he announced.
Howard Ruff, a financial adviser
who sells a $145-a-year newsletter,
conducts seminars, writes books,
testifies, and appears on radio and
television, is very hardnosed about
hard assets.
Hard assets include gold, silver,
stamps, coins and land, which have
been highly attractive to people worried
about the deterioration of paper
By JANET STAHIAR
Post Office and Civil Service CommitAssociated Press Writer
tee, scuttled the talk to the National money, economic mismanagement
WASHINGTON (AP)— While some Treasury Employees Union because andpossible economic collapse.
The hard assets people believe their
members of Congress are spending he didn't want to cross picket lines set
holdings — unlike soft assets, such as
their August vacations out of the coun- up by the air traffic controllers.
certificates of deposits and savings —
try, New York Republican Jack Kemp
is sitting on a bench in California and
Traditionally during each recess, will maintain value through the
Illinois Democrat Paul Simon is there's a flurry of press releases from economic ups, downs and collapses
reading Indian treaties.
the office of Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., that threaten.
So what does Congress do? It
Kemp, a former Buffalo Bills hoping to gain the maximum press exeliminates from use in individual, taxquarterback,is watching his son,Jeff, posure during slack news time.
deferred pension plans the same hard
try to win a job as a quarterback with
This August is no exception.
the Los Angeles Rams.
One day, four of five news releases assets that are so important in the inKemp
booked
speaking available in the House press gallery vestment philosophy of Ruff and
engagements in California to help were from Aspin, covering such others of like mind.
Reagan then signed the law, comdefray trip expenses.
issues as the air controllers strike and
pleting Ruff's"a kick in the groin and
Simon told constituents in a weekly welfare.
a punch in the kidneys." It really hurt.
news letter he had heard about
treaties with Indians since grade
At least with Congress out of town, It called for action.
school but had never read one.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
So Simon had his staff collect a Baldrige isn't being Irritated so much
WRITE A LEITER
sampling, and he ultimately read 16 by people referring to his background
Letters to the editor are welcomed
treaties.
as a rodeo cowboy.
and encouraged. All letters must be
A treaty with the Delawares that
"I'm getting awfully tired of being
signed by the writer and the writer's
called for the return of several called a cowboy," Etaldrige complainaddress and phone number must be
"stolen" horses led Simon to this con- ed as he prepared for a recent apincluded for verification. The phone
clusion:
pearance before the Senate Judiciary
number will not be published. "I have the impiession that there Committee.
Letters should be typewritten and
were horse thieves on both sides." s
Ccemnittee Chairman Strom Thurdouble-spaced whenever possible
Vv.-% rapped the gavel
• •;
and should be on topics of general
Re,. WIRD= D. Ford,D-hfich., was and gave his opening remarks:
interest. .
supposed to spend a day of his recess
"We are honored today to have as
Editors reserve the right to
in Montreal, which he described in a our first witness the distinguished
condense or reject any letter and
prepared speech as "this hospitable secretary of commerce, Malcolm
limit frequent writers.
city far removed from the steamy Baldrige, who incidently is a profesAddress correspondence to:
heat and depressing political climate sional cowboy."
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
in Washington."
Baldrige flinched and shook his
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
But Ford, chairman of the Hones heed in despair.

Business Mirror

handshakes, booming voice, a bagful
of jokes and a "good 'ole boy" image
— but he wasn't fooling anybody. We
all knew what he was up to.
• • •
Kenton, I mast admit, is an entertaining, articulate speaker, and his
voice and mannerisms kind of captivate you. If that was all to being a
governor,I suppose he would make as
good a one as the next fellow.
- He looks like what I would picture a
gevernor to look like, and you certain1ST have no problem hearing what he
says.
Apparently, he is a great admirer of
the late Vice-President and US.
Senator, Alben W. Barkley,from McCracken County. Like Barkley, he is a
good story teller, and he sprinkled his
Rotary remarks with some old-butstill-funny Barkley stories.
He told one of his own, however,
which was equally as good, I thought.
At least,it has stuck with me.
•• •
It seems that soon after Gov. John
Y. Brown, Jr., and Miss Phyllis took
over the state government reins, Kenton and a number of other legislators
were invited to the Governor's Mansion for dinner.
That was before the Browns decided
to live at their Cave Hill estate near
Lexington instead of in the historic old
mansion just east of the capitol
By JOHN CUNNIFF

'Kick In The Teeth'

capitolIdeas

August Vacations

1.

Red Cross volunteers will resume
their work in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Convalescent
Ward on Sept. 1 following a short
vacation in August.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Maude Stamps Hartsfield, 92, and
Mrs. Inez Burkeen,42.
Jeanie Lou Starks and Nancy
Copeland Forbus have been selected
as finalists in the 1971 Miss Kentucky
Teenage Pageant at Lexington on
Sept. 4.
Robin Rowland,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rowland of Almo Route 1, a
member of the 4-H Teen Club, attended a Forestry and Environmental
Youth Camp, Aug. 9 to 13, held at
Lake Cumberland 4-H Center.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael D. Collier, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allison,
both on Aug. 14.
Jerry Hoover, minister of the Farmington Church of Christ, will be the
speaker at the gospel meeting at the
Dexter Church of Christ, Aug. to 28.

On Aug. 7 Ruff blasted Rep. James
Shannon, D-Mass., the Mutual Savings Banks Association and a
"negligent Congress and White
House" for a "sneaky amendment to
the president's tax cut bill that will affect all hard-money investors."
What the amendment is designed to
do, says Ruff, is "divert money from
flowing into hard assets, and send it
back in CD's."In other words,into the
inflation-infested vaults of the softmoney crowd.
Nothing, wrong with such investments, says Congress, but the
whole idea of granting tax deductions
is to get money into more productive
uses. If the money were to be invested
in CD's, for example, it would be
reinvested in factories, in
homebuilding and the like.
The hard-assets people maintain
they have a right, even a moral
obligation, to protect their economic
futures by investing in items that
have a proven record of being able to
hold value. They think Uncle Sam is
close to tampering with private
rights.
Ruff seeks immediate legislation to
repeal the offensive part, Section 314,
of the tax law. He asks people to write
a personal letter to the president, to
senators and congressmen. And he
seeks contributions too.
"This is an issue of great consequence to those of us who believe
you're dead without hard asset
strategies to hedge for your future,"
says the editor of "The Ruff Times,"
which claims 170,000 customers.

Thoughts
In Season

-

By Ken Wolf
Though we talk much these days
about educating "the whole person"
(as if one might educate half, or onethird a person), L doubt that anyone
has improved on John Milton's definition of education:
I call therefore a complete and
generous education that which
fits a man to perform justly,
• skillhdly, and magnanimously
all the offices both private aid
public of peace and war.

building.
"Now,Wendell(referring to former
governor and now U.S. Senator
Wendell Ford) had his ham and beans
suppers, and Julian (former Gov.
Julian M. Carroll) had his hot dogs,"
the Speaker said.
"But the Browns," he went on,"do
their dinners up big with such exotic
dishes as Cornish hen, pheasant under
glass, caviar and all such stuff as that
when they entertain. There are
waiters in white jackets with little
towels on their arms and black bow
ties under their chins. They do it up
right, believe me."
On this particular night, he said,
they all went in to dinner, and he happened to be seated next to a good colleague in the House from the honestto-goodness mountain country of East
Kentucky.
The first thing served was a bowl of
consume. "It was as delicious a consume as you'll ever dip a spoon into,"
he said, adding with a chuckle,"and I
am somewhat of a corudaseur of foods
myself. That was GOOD consume."
For emphasis he placed his hands on
his ample,rotund waistline
The next thing served was a
beautifully sculptured and decorated
lettuce salad. "It almost was too pretty and artistically done to eat," he
said. "Really, it was a shame to
destroy such a creation by eating it."
Then came the main course — a big,
pink Maine lobster about a foot long.
As soon as the waiter had placed one
of the lobsters in front of him, the
legislator from East Kentucky pushed
back his chair with a softly muttered
oath and started to get up.
"I quickly grabbed my friend by the
arm," Kenton said, "called his name
and asked, 'What's the matter?
Where are you going?'
To which the mountaineer replied,
"Look! I managed to get that bowl of
dishwater down, and I did the best I
could to eat that flower arrangement,
but I'll be dad-burned if I'm going to
eat that crawdad!"
I'm sure the late Vice-President and
senator from McCracken County
would have chuckled at that, just as
we did.
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20 Years Ago

Army Pvt. Billy J. Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell E. Jones, Kirtsey
Route 1, is participating with other
personnel from the 101st Airborne
Division on Elercise Swift Strike, being conducted in. North Carolina and
South Carolina. He is stationed at Fort
Campbell.
Ferrell Miller, Lynn Grove,
agriculture instructor at Trigg County
High School for four years, has been
appointed
regional
field
represenative with the State Division
of Soil and Water Resources to
replace Wayne Williams who has been
named as executive assistant to Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, president at Murray
State University.
Billy Gray Roberts of Murray has
been accepted at the College of
Medicine at the University of Kentucky.
The Rev. and Mrs. H. D. Knighti
celebrated their 25th wedding ann.'
niversary on Aug. 13 with an open
house at their home on the College
Farm Road.
Tom Banks of Murray won second
place in the Class H Championship
Five Gaited Horse Division in the k
Caldwell County Horse Show at
Princeton.
The Rev. J. Frank Young will be the
evangelist at the revival services,
Aug. 21 to 27, at the Memorial Baptist
righurch.

30 Years Ago
Howard P. Belcher, disbursing
clerk, second class, United States
Navy, husband of Brooksie N.
Belcher, recently reported to the
Charleston Group, Atlantic Reserve
Fleet Naval Base,South Carolina.
"Glenn Doran at Peoples Bank is
selling Booker T. Washington
memorial half dollars. The half
dollars are selling for 60 cents
apiece," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
The Rev. H. S. Herndon of
Brownsville will be the evangelist at
the outdoor revival at the Hazel City
Park. Billy Hurt will be the associate
evangelist.
Madison Standford, Murray State
College Ohio Valley Conference
champion team member, has signed
with the Indianapolis Olympians of
the National Basketball Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Kelly of East
Prairie, Mo., have been the guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Farmer.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 18, the 230th
day of 1981. There are 135 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 18, 1587, Virginia Dare was
born at Roanoke Island, North
Carolina. She was the first child born
in America of English parents.
On this date:
In 1914, President Woodrow Willow.'
proclaimed U.S. neutrality in World':
War I. On that same day, Germany
declared war on Russia.
In 1967, Pope Paul VI announced
sweeping reforms in Roman Catholic
Church's admnistrative body, the
Roman Curia.
In 1975, US. maritime unions called
a boycott against grain shipments to
the Soviet Union.
And in 1977, the Carter administration denounced as illegal the Israeli
decision to estabish three new Jewish
settlements on the West Bank.
Ten years ago: After gaining nearly
44 points in two days, the Dow Jones
Industrial average plunged more than
13 points.
Five years ago: North Korean
troops attacked a group of American
and South Korean soldiers in the
demilitarized zone,killing two US.officers.
One year ago: In a speech to the
Veterans of Foreign Wirs,
Republican presidential nominee
Ronald Reagan declared America's
role in the Vietnam War was "a noble
cause."
Today's birthdays: Actress Shelley
Winters is 58 years old. Former U
Interior Secretary Walter *Eckel is IL
Thought for Today: Take care of the
minutes, and the hours will take cart
of themselves. — G.K.
English writer (1874-1938).
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At the Housewares Exposition
By BARBARA MAYER
AP, Newsfeatures
' Population trends, the changing style of homes, and conaumer activism were not officially a part of the recentlyconcluded Nazional Housewares
Exposition in Chicago.
But these concepts certainly
had a great deal to du with the
products that were on sale at
the semiannual market for
retailers.
As manufacturer after manufacturer talked about the need
for long-lasting, high-quality,
multi-purpose appliances to fit
today's pattern of living, it
seemed clear they had gotten
the message being sent by
American consumers.
Having already saturated the
market with multi-purpose and
single-purpose small electric.
appliances, manufacturers
brought out no new major types
of miracle machines. Instead,
they concentrated on offering
new models of food processors,
electric mixers, juicers, coffeemakers and electric cookers
that combine as many functions
as possible within the same
machine.
For other products, such as
electric irons and personal-care
items, a greater variety of desirable features seemed designed to make the products so
appealing that consumer sales
resistance would disappear.
Some irons, for example, offered more settings, rust-resistant water reservoirs and reversible cords.
Manufacturers of pots and
pans - another major product
category at the market - also
stressed higher quality in nonstick coatings, heavy-duty construction and professional "restgurant" styling.
.Comments from manufactipers
the nieture of
aM industry seeking to give the
public what it seems to want.
There was a decided marketing
point-of-view in comments such
as those by Carl Sondtheimer,
president of Cuisinarts, Inc.

''The main fact of life that
will influence marketing of
food-preparation products over
the coming few years is the reduction in size of kitchens. This
is inevitable because population
is growing while available
space is not," he said.
"It means that multiple-use
food-preparation products will
increase in irnportance. But the
day of the single-purpose food
appliance has ended. While
they will still be available, I expect to see their sales fall off
slowly."
Cookware trends are hard to
predict,Sondtheimer said. "But
the need to make do with
smaller storage space will
cause people to buy higher
quality cookware, but fewer
pieces of it, in my opinion."
Ingenious storage systems
should do well, he added, because of space limitations.
"In cookstoves, convection
ovens should replace all other
types of ovens in built-in stoves
because the food either cooks
faster or at a lower temperature than in standard, radiantheat ovens." Microwave ovens,
in Sondtheirner's opinion, will
be popular "especially in
homes where defrosting food is
a major activity and where
there is no interest in gourmet
cooking."

Quality. is another feature
some manufacturers have finally become convinced is a desired product attribute.
Torn McNeil, marketing vice
president of Proctor-Suez, explained: "There has always
been a small segment of the
market that would spend more
for better products. But today
this is a larger segment. Inflation is a factor. There is less
of a throwaway mentality than
there used to be."
At least one product designer
was pleased with what he saw
at the housewares show. Larry
Peabody, whose clocks and
wall-storage product designs
were on view, noted that "all of
the things we urged on people
20 years ago have come to
pass. Many of today's young
people seek natural products
that are well-designed.
"You can't sell these people
fake products. If it is plastic,
they want it to look like plastic
And if the product is pine,
that's what they want to see.
They don't want their pine to
have a fake maple coating."

Sondtheimer's view
was
backed up by other manufacturers. Harry Hill, general
manager of Proctor-Silex, noted
that small kitchens and lack of
counter space have made multi-function products more important than they used to be.
Five years ago, his company

Does the thought of spending
$180 on a table send shivers up
your spine? Have you been talking for years about getting your
home together but still haven't
found the time? You suffer from
a common phobia: fear of decorating.
When it comes to spending
money on furniture, most
women are absolutely paralyzed, says Ellen Levine, editor
of Cosmopolitan LIVING.
Following are nine tips from
Cosmopolitan LIVING Magazine, to help kick the fear of
decorating.
•Be flexible in your attitudes
toward furnishings. They don't
have to last forever!
• Don't wait for the Right
Man to give you the Real Home.
Your home should reflect you
(and you're appealing to him!).
• Move furniture that you
can't part with to another room.
That way .you cart make room
for the new without feeling
guilty -about the old.
•Educate your eye by looking at decorating magazines,
tearing out photos of what you
love or what you hate. Visit
model rooms and showhouses to
help identify your tastes.
• When you find something
you like, try to analyze why.
Your home does reflect your
personality.
• Don't belabor the decision
unnecessarily. Sometimes the
first impulse is the right impulse.
•Check out the sales and
bargains in your area. We all
like to feel that we got a good
deal.
• Make a decorating fund
and budget your goals.
• Have the courage to express yourself in your home. If
you love pink, paint a room
pink! If you hate clutter, stick it
in the closet!

HOW TO
OVERCOME
YOUR FEAR
OF DECORATING

introduced a countertop electric
appliance that broils, toasts,
bakes and is a slow cooker.
"And we find that sales are
getting stronger each year," he
said. This despite the fact that
it is a generally-held opinion in
the electric housewares industry that products which do
more than one or two things
are hard to sell.

The bargain
water heater you're
considering may
notbe abargain
after all.
Nummmuri•
•'

Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle. They:re also
less efficient in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket

Murray
Supply
is now the
distributor for
A.0.Smith
Water Heaters
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
Power tools have made do-ityourselfers out of milhons of
persons who otherwise might
not have tackled projects which
used to require some dexterity
with hand tools.
fr
• ,
Unfortunately, the growing
usage of power tools has
brought with it an increasing
number of accidents while such
tools are in operation Manufacturers, for the most part, have
made improvements designed
to reduce the number it such
accidents, but the operators of
the tools must themselves take
the precautions necessary to
assure safety.
I discovered a long time ago
that people who are not used to
power tools are generally careful enough to avoid accidents.
FLOOR PLAN
It is after you have some experience with them that you become careless. You figure you
have mastered the operation of
,—,-assoAJ
them and do not take all the
THIS L-SHAPED RANCH HOME features a brick, woodsafety measures you did at the
burning fireplace in the living area. Sliding glass doors open
start. You become careless and
to a backyard terrace. Located in a wing of their own, three
forgetful, ignoring the safe opbedroomaare isolated from noise and traffic. Plan HA1215K
erating steps outlined in your
has 1.193 square feet. For more information write - enclosinstruction manual. It is at that
ing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect
point accidents occur. Never
Charles Koty. 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y.
become so familiar with a power tool that you lose respect for
11507.
it.
Here are some tips essential
I.
to the safe operation of a tool
powered by electricity:
Unless the tool is double insulated, be sure it is grounded.
Do not use it in damp or wet
locations.
surfaces. When you get to the
Loose clothing can become
By ANDY LANG
carvings, use an old toothbrush. entangled in moving parts. ReAP Newsfeatures
Q.- Our house has a hot-air It may take a bit longer, but move them as well as jewelry
heating system. The heat goes it's safer. If you don't get off before operating a power tool.
through metal ducts and comes all the old finish the first time, Ties and long sleeves are
out in the rooms through air repeat the procedure. Steel among the most common culregisters. We had an air-condi- wool of a very fine grade also prits.
Tools should be disconnected
tioning system installed a is useful, but you have to be
couple of years ago. It uses the extra careful that you don't when not in use.
Safety glasses and gloves can
same ducts. We have been told take off wood along with the
prevent many accidents. Use
that we can increase the effi- old finish.
them when recommended ..by
ciency of both systems if we inthe manufacturer. When doing
sulate the ducts. Is this true?
Q. - I have tried everything
Will the same insulation work to open a stuck bureau drawer any work which might send
metal filings, wood chips, etc.,
for both the heating and the air without result. Apparently
conditioning? Are there any something in the drawer is into the air, be sure that children and visitors are a safe disother things I should know? We caught and will not permit the
plan to use fiberglass blankets. drawer to move even an inch. tance from the work area.
Many machines are equipped
A. - Yes, the - same in- What is your advice?
with safety guards. Use them,
sulation can be used. But, beA.- When all else fails, you
cause you have air condi- have no choice but to remove even if it appears to be a bit
tioning, get blankets which the back of the bureali. It is less troublesome to work withhave viper barriers. When in- usually a piece of hardboard or out them.
Table saws, chain saws and
stalling them, keep the vapor thin plywood, but whatever it
barrier side facing the outside is, it is attached with tiny nails some other power tools have a
of the ducts, not next to them. or screws. When you get it off, tendency to kick back the maCheck for leaks before putting use your hand, a ruler or some terial being worked on under
on the insulation. If you find other gadget to dislodge the of- certain circumstances. Modern
any, seal the area with a spe- fending object.
cial tape made for metal cluct.s.
Q.- The stairway to the second floor of our house squeaks
Q. - I have an old cabinet in several places when you step
which has a considerable on the treads. I had understood
amount of carved work on it. I that the best solution was to
want to take off the old finish drive in nails in the squeaky
WASHINGTON (AP) —
and apply a new one. In the area, but I just read something
past, when doing something of that advises against this if the Homeowners are more conthis kind, I have used varnish stairs are put together in a
tent with their residences
remover to soften the finish tongu e-and-groove arrangeand a putty knife to scrape it ment. I investigated and find than renters, although both
off. Because of the carved that such is the case. How do I face common problems of 1
places, I cannot do this. At halt the squeaks?
leaky basements and rodent
least, I think I can't. Am I
A. - Drive thin wedges be- infestation, according to the
right?
tween the tongue and groove
A. - You are. You can still wherever this occurs. If the un- US.Census Bureau.
use the putty knife on the flat derside of the stairway cannot
Based on a survey of more
be reached, carefully remove than 67,000 houses, mobile
the moulding from under the homes and apartments, the
lip of the tread.
I ••
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the most for your money in the least

Ashley
woodheaters
financed _
5years
interestfree!

Security Federal
Savings Se Loan
Asso.
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1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234

othered by the high cost of heating your
home? You may qualify for a five year,
$800interest free loan from the limciessee
Valley Authority to install an Ashley woodburning circulator in your home!
Just imagine heating your home with economical wood while you save money on your
utility bill. And with an Ashley circulator,
you know you have the finest quality available. You'll stay warm for a fraction of the cost...
and pay no interest oh the loan from TVA.
Contact your local utility to see if you are
eligible. Your Ashley dealer has further de; tails. See him today and you'll be Warmer,
happier and richr this winter!
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Do-it-yourselfera around the
house will find valuable information on many subjects in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this paper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. MM.)
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bureau said Sunday that of
some 50 million households
living in a dwelling they owned, 24 million would rate its
condition as excellent and 21
mithon would say it was
good.
Among 26 mithon renters,
however, only 6 million felt
their home was in excellent
condition while 12 million
believed it was good, the
survey indicated.
Only 400,000 ownei s rated
their homes as poor, while
nearly 1.5 million renters felt
their dwelling fell into that
category.

SAVE ON THIS
BIG CAPACITY CHEST MODEL!

•25.3 Cu. ft. of storage
Built-in lock •2 Gliding
wire baskets U Water defrost drain IN Vertical cabinet divider ill Interior light.

Model FH25C

SAVE

1S 00

11—Crt-P—Cri-r1±

West Ky. Appliance
Sales•Service•Parb
641 Nor*, Manly

IF YOU'VE

Cars boats vans travel trailers lawn and
garden eoupment - rust a few of the
merry things tongs invest bag money rn to
enhance their leisure hours or lghten
day to-day chores AS of them
grportant to the good ifs al
eipensrve to replace So it
makes good sense to
protect these vier
able possessions
from cold ram
snow and theft
0 a handsome

212$.

new Bonava

A 9paastIlalow
can be whatever you went 'Ito

be A superclean, Uty halting. a
mirewarehouse - wrth plenty of extra
space for a wodcshop or hobby center too
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"Your Future Is Important To Us."

my of safety.
Even as seerrungly innocent a
tool as a stationary belt sander
can cause trouble if you do not
operate it as recommended. In
feeding wood into the moving
belt, always do so against the
direction of the sandpaper.
Finally, don't read the instruction manual when you buy
a tool and then forget about it
Reread it the first few times
you use the tool until you have
the directions clearly in your
mind

PROTECT IT.

Get
amount of time...minimum of $10,000!

August 18 Thru August 24,1981

techniques eliminate or reduce
the danger of kickbacks if you
use the recommended anti-kickback devices. Use those devices, but even if you do, learn
never to stand in back of the
work, so that if something goes
wrong, the material will go flying back past you and not into
you.
Accidents sometimes occur
when a machine is used for
something for which it was not
intended Incidentally, the
same thing is true about hand
tools.
When operating a portable
power tool, such as an electric
drill, never put it down until it
has stopped
Forget about using a power
tool ( or a hand tool) when you
are tired. Fatigue is the ene-

Owners More
Content With
Residences

15.894%

—

, •.

HOUSE 4,4

(The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, remover,
Before investing 19 new
Two excellent, informative stain, bleach, etc., are detailed
furniture—whether youke re- brochures can be yours for the in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
decorating the whole house, a asking, free of charge. To re- Finishing in the Home," available by sending 50 cents and a
single room or merely replacing ceive copies of' Furniture Facts long, stamped,
self-addressed
one or two choice pieces—you Worth Writing For" and "Fur- envelope to Know-How, P.O.
should research your options. niture Buyers Guide," simply Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
send a self-addressed stamped 11743. Questions of general inbusiness size envelope to: terest will be answered in the
Window shop, ask questions
Southern Furniture Manufac- column, but individual correand more questions, and read as turers Association, P.O. Box spondence cannot be
undermuch as you can on the subject 2436, High Point, NC 27261.
taken.)
of beds, dining tables, sofas or
whatever.

208 E. Main 753-3361

ON THE

•

In the market for furniture?
Send for free brochures

Murray Supply
Company,Inc.

•
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Split Season Changes
Could Come Today
By JIM O'CONNELL
of4ive, ultra-divisional playoffs. If the same
Associated Press Writer
team won both sections, it was to face the
NEW YORK ( AP) — Baseball Commis- team in its division with the next-best
sioner Bowie Kuhn and presidents Chub overall record.
Feeney of the National League and Lee However, that left open the ominous proMacPhail of the American League hope to spect of a team purposely losing games in
announce, before the end of the week, a order to improve its chances at a playoff
revised plan for determining which teams berth. It would take an intricate and unlikewill qualify for the post-season playoffs.
ly set of circumstances for that to occur, but
The three met Monday and,according to a the mere fact that it is a possibility cast a
spokesman for Kuhn's office, the announce- shadow dark enough to prompt officials to
ment could come as early as today.
re-evaluate the arrangement.
Feeney had said earlier Monday, "We The situation was brought to a head when
want to get this thing settled as soon as Managers Tony LaRussa of the Chicago
possible."
White Sox and Whitey Herzog of the St.LOUIS
They discussed ways of closing the Cardinals both spoke openly about their opiloopholes in the split-season plan, which was nions of the plan.
intended to revive interest in baseball in as Both said that since their primary responmany cities as possible; as quickly as possi- sibility was to get their teams into the
ble,after the 50-day strike.
playoffs, they would forfeit games if that
The plan was agreed upon by the owners would increase their chances. Those comafter the strike was settled. Both leagues ac- ments quickly provoked a response from
cepted the plan as did the players, but ac- Kuhn, who pledged to change or "adjust".
cording to Marvin Miller,executive director the system.
of the Major League Players Association, There are other options available to the
the plan was news to the players.
owners.
We heard about this split-season idea for One would be to scrap the split-season
the first time on that last Thursday of the concept and pick up the standings as they
negotiations," said Miller, referring to the were before the strike. That plan would hurt
lengthy bargaining session that began on the teams who were well behind at the time
July 30 and, after more than 12 hours, pro- of the strike.
duced an agreement ending the strike.
Another option would be to keep the idea
There were no miracles for baseball and of a split season but to change the playoff
gaping holes were exposed in the second system.
season format.
If a team were to win both sections, a bye
Under the plan, the division leaders at the could be given or the double winner could
time of the strike were declared winners of face the runnerup in the second part of the
the first part of the season and the second season. That would provide incentive for a
part was set up as a separate entity, with the team to win as many games as possible in
winners of the two sections meeting in best- the remainder of the season.

CFA Switches Strategy
In NCAA TV Collision

•,c

_

By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)
4— Three days before the
showdown vote over television controls, the College
Football Association has apparently switched strategy
in its fight against the
NCAA.
Meanwhile, cross-country
telephone calls have been going out from presidents of
Pac-10 and Big Ten schools
urging support for the NCAA
in what one termed "a
critical time for collegiate
athletics."
The 61-member CFA, a
dissident group of major and
would-be major football
powers, will vote in Atlanta
Friday on ratification of a
four-year deal with NBC for
football telecasts. The NCAA
has already reached agreement with CBS and ABC for
the same period, and other
NCAA members, including
the Big Ten and Pac-10, insist that disciplinary proceedings will be launched
against CFA schools that
adopt their NBC plan.
This could lead to a split
from the NCAA, with consequences CFA and NCAA
backers alike say could be
destructive to sports programs.
At issue is control of football television rights. The
CFA includes all top independents and five conferences, the Big Eight,
Southeastern, Southwest,
Atlantic Coast and Western
Athletic.
Charles M. Neinas, executive director of the CFA,

GM-AC

conferences to vote as a
block, that's 27 right there,
and they could carry it with
just four independents."
After a meeting in Denver
Saturday,the Pac-10 and Big
Ten presidents issued a
public statement reaffirming their support of the
NCAA,saying,"... efforts by
member institutions or
groups of institutions to embark on ventures outside the
established national structure to which they belong
threaten grave consequences potentially harmful to intercollegiate sports,
to valued relationships and
to higher education generally."
"'They're busy on the
phones, calling presidents at
the CFA schools," said the
source. "It's not an organized campaign, where
everybody's got a list to contact. They're just contacting
the ones they know personally, or have a good working
relationship with."
After the Friday vote in
Atlanta, there is to be a
three-week period in which
schools can change their
ballots.

said when he announced the
NBC deal the decision would
be made by each school's
president, in line with the
concept of "institutional control." Neinas said at the time
each CFA school would cast
a vote at the Atlanta
meeting.
However, sources told the
Associated Press Monday
the CFA is now trying to line
up block voting among the
conferences. The Southwest
and Western Athletic conferences in particular are
divided on the issue, sources
said. It will be up to the conferences themselves
whether to vote as a block or
individually.
"The statement released
by the Pac-10 and Big Ten
presidents over the weekend
apparently caught some
CFA people cif guard," said
a source who asked not to be
identified. "And those
presidents are busy on the
phones to CFA presidents
urging them to turn down the
NBC deal and defuse a
catastrophic situation. But if
the CFA got the Big Eight,
Southeastern and Southwest

Sports, Briefly
CHESTER, W.Va.(AP) —
Heavily favored Johnny
Dance, trained by the Kentucky Derby-winning trainer
Johnny Campo,and longshot
Park's Policy posted victories Monday night in the
split divisions of the $70,000
West Virginia Derby.
Park's Policy, winning its

first stakes race, was a wireto-wire winner in the first
division of the race and
covered the 1w-mile
distance in 1:49 35. Ridden
by Jeff Lloyd, Park's Policy
paid $57.60 to win in
upsetting favored Vodika
Collins, which finished
seventh.
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'Racer Backfield Blessed With Depth
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Competition Makes Dickens'
Coaching Chores A Pleasure
Coach Mike Dickens, great and they really need no
former Murray State sterl- motivation from me to keep
ing quarterback, sure has them going. Right now the
things easy these days. It's positions are wide open and
almost like he's working for no one can afford to look
the government or over their shoulder because
there's two or three guys
something.
See, Dickens, after being breathing right down their
graduated from MSU, was, necks for the job."
hired to coach runningbacks In one of the football office
by first year Racer head conference rooms in Roy
coach Frank Beamer. And Stewart Stadium a depth
talk about your padded posi- chart hangs conspicuously
tions!
on the wall. But the rank and
With runners like Nick order of names in the runnNance, Danny Lee Johnson, ingback and fullback slots
Ellery Moreland, Terry have little or no meaning.
Suggs, and freshmen Jimmy You might as well put all the
Leake and Marcus Moss names in a hat and draw one
plus, fullbacks Tony Lester, out for the first place posiNeal Cummins, Tyrone Pin- tion.
ckney and Jeff Tarrence all
"The beautiful thing about
Dickens has to do is stand it all is the number of options
around looking busy so we have to work with," said
Beamer won't think he's not Dickens. "We can hit a
defense with several difworking.
Actually Dickens has some ferent types of runners
tough decisions to make. speed, quickness, power,
Like how much air pressure scatback, slasher, bruiser,
in a football gives a runn- game breaker. The variety
ingback the best grip. Or, we have is unbelievable.
should Danny Lee Johnson Right now, though, we'd like
be allowed to dance alone in to see one guy step up and
the endzone after scoring or take charge. Someone to
should all the backs be allow- take the lead and hold it."
ed to jpirritio-----.
Dickens says two things
Tough,tough decisions.
will help determine who gets
"The situation is really the No.1 nod — bitting and
easy for a coach," Dickens consistency. "Ifitting's gotta
admits. "The competition is make the difference. We'll

that tell the tale."
Highly heralded freshman
Marcus Moss of Mayfield
pointed out that even though
everyone's scrapping for
what only a few can obtain,
no one is harboring jealousy
or animosity. "It'll be hard
for me to move the upper
classmen out, but if I work
hard I believe I can.
Everyone's been helpful,
too. If I have a problem with
plays or anything I can go to
Danny (Johnson) or Nick
(Nance) and they're glad to
help out."
Tony Lester is the only
senior vying for the fullback
hole and despite being the
"old man" of the bunch he's
aiming to be in the running
when the time comes.
"Right now I'm not quite at
the top, but we haven't been
in pads yet either. When the
pads go on, then we'll see
who's doing it."

Covering:
All Fieldt.
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
see who really wants the job
when we put on the pads
Tuesday. I'm also looking
for consistency, though. The
guy who executes every time
. . . doesn't fumble, knows
his assignments, does
everything the same way,
every time."
With such a crop to pick
from it would seem natural
to platoon, alternate or
specialize backfields for
each situation. But that's
where head honcho Beamer
disagrees.
"Whoever we start will be
the man we'll go with. A runningback needs to get the
feel of the game. We'll run
him until he holds his hand
up to come out. Injuries will
definitely play a part in our
decisions, I'm sure. In our
system the tailback gets hit
almost every play. We're
very fortunate to have the
depth we do at this position.

TOSS UP — Racer runningback Nick Nance (38) win have a
tough time fending off teammates Danny Lee Johnson (left
Ellery Moreland (center) and Terry Suggs(right) all of which are
opting for the starting tailback position. Depth in both the

We'll give everyone a fair
shot, but we may have to reposition some of them to fill
in where we're not quite as
deep."
Competition has brought
the best out in each of the
players and as the saying
goes,"The cream will rise to
the top." Now Dickens,
Beamer and the rest of the
Racer staff have to decide
which cream is better than
the rest.
Danny Lee Johnson, currently tied with Nick Nance
and junior college transfer
Ellery Moreland for starting
tailback, says, "This
(competition) is making me
a more complete ballplayer.
Since coach Beamer's taken
over he's made the offense
more aggressive than ever.
I've gotten where I'd almost
rather block than run. In the
spring game I threw some
blocks that would make
chills run down your spine. It
really feels great. The thing
is you can't slack up because
if you just breathe hard
boom! you're fourth team or
you don't even make the
travel squad."
Jeff Tarrence, making his
bid for the No.1 fullback slot
says he can't look beyond
one day at a time. "All the
runners are great this year.
You've got to be on your P's
and Q's. Anybody can be
No.1. But it'll be the Pads
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Racer notes:
MSU's first two opponents
this season are rated No.1 in
their respective conferences. Southeast Missouri
(Sept. 5) received the
preseason favorite nod in the
Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference and
Florida A&M (Sept.12) tops
the preseason poll in the
Mideastern Athletic Conference. Both games will be
on the road.
Last Thursday as part of
their physicals, the Racers
were timed in the 40-yard
dash and conducted
weightlifting tests.
Nine players ran the 40yard dash in 4.58 seconds or
under including wide
receivers Charles Ponder
(4.35), John Walsh (4.4) and
Stan Trice (4.5), defensive
back Ronald Hopkins (4.5),
tailback Ellery Moreland
(4.5), defensive end Glenn
Jones (4.5), tailback Marcus
Moss (4.55), quarterback
Gino Gibbs (4.55) and defensive back Alan Arrington
(4.58).
Four Racers topped the
400-pound bench press mark
— fullback Tony Lester,
tight end Verney Caesar,
and offensive guards Tim
Wheeler and Woody Simpson.

taiback and fullback positions provides Murray State with its
most obvious asset. Today the team begins its first practices in
full pads.

Louisville's 'Red Rage' Has Double Meaning
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Working against a challenge
of drawing larger crowds,
the University of Louisville
football slogan "The Red
Rage" has taken on a new
meaning lately.
Louisville finished last
season in the financial red
with an average attendance
of only 18,000 for six home
dates, resulting in the Cardinal football program getting a challenge from university President Donald Swain.
He gave the program four
years to win the battle of the
bucks, and said if it fails it
will either drop the program
to Division 1-AA or eliminate
it.
Coach Bob Weber says the
need to fill the stands could
not be better timed.
Louisville will have so
rich crowd appeal that Red
Rage fans may have the opportunity to take in a bowl
game,Weber said.
"It couldn't be better," he
said."To give you an idea, a
few weeks ago a big basketball booster told me this is
the first time he can
remember boosters saying
they can't wait for football
season. I guess that's rare
around here.
"I'm excited," Weber
said. "This is the first time
In my four years here that
we've had the material to
play wide-open football. This
should be an exciting team. I

think the fans will respond."
Louisville has lost only
four starters and 10 lettermen. Except for flanker
Kenny Robinson, the
backfield returns intact.
Senior quarterback Pat Patterson returns after passing
for 933 yards, along with
senior tailback Donald Craft
(687 yards rushing) and
junior fullback Greg
Hickman (233 yards).
There are six returnees for
the offensive line, including
junior split end Mark
Clayton, who caught 15
passes for 288 yards, and
senior tight end Mark
Wilson, who grabbed six for
89 yards. Also returning are
senior center Jim Miller,
junior guard John Wall,
sophomore guard Mike Nutzolese and senior tackle Pete
Bowen.
There are nine returning
starters on the defensive
unit, Weber said, with the
biggest strength being a
secondary consisting of
senior cornerback Leon
Williams, junior cornerback
Frank Minniefield and
junior safeties SebastianCurry and Ellsworth
Larkins.
"I feel our secondary can
play with anyone's," Weber
says. "It's the least of my
concerns right now."
Louisville opens the
season Sept. 5 against
Florida State, which crushed

the Cards 52-0 last year at
Tallahassee.
But Weber says,"The key
is getting out of the gate fast.
"I'm glad we're playing
Florida State in the first
game because we should
have an instant experience
advantage. They lost a lot of

starters, and most of ours
are back. I'm hoping we'll
sneak up on them."
Weber admits the Cardinals may be hard-pressed
to overcome Florida State,
and later on the road,
Missouri and Oklahoma
State. But he says eight wins

are not out of the question.
"We can win that many,"
he said, "but it's going to
take great consistency. We
can't afford to let up on
anyone. Our kids are experienced, so I think they
know that they have to produce every week."
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Weekly League

— Our Winter bowling leaves are being formed nowl Don't miss out on the exercise,
enjoyment and team spirit...Sign up now,
League Meetings at Corvette lanes
Aug 30, 7 30 p
Sunday Night Couples
Aug 31, 7:00 p
Monday Night Mens
• •Tuesday Night ladies
Aug. 18. 7:00 p
Aug. 27, 7.00 p
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Tigers Alter Stripes And Morgan's Gold-Plated
American League
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The Detroit Tigers want to move into first place, and they
figure the Minnesota Twins represent the most immediate
obstacle in their path.
And the Tigers, after beating the New York Yankees
three straight times, crushed Minnesota Monday night to
move to within a half game of American League East
leader Milwaukee.
"We want W sweep a team like Minnesota, so everybody
came out swinging the bats and we got a few breaks," said
Detroit pitcher Dan Petry.
Scoring eight runs in the first inning, the Tigers romped
over the Twins 12-2.
In other games in an abbreviated American League
schedule Monday, the Chicago White Sox stopped the
Yankees 4-1 and Kansas City toppled Toronto 5-3.
Milwaukee at Texas was postponed by rain and will be
made up as part of a doubleheader tonight.
Petry, who raised his record to 5-6, limited the Twins to
just four hits over the first six innings before reliever Dave
Rosema worked the final three innings.
The big hit in the first-inning outburst was a high fly ball
by Alan Trammell that Minnesota center fielder Mickey
Hatcher lost in the lights. The ball dropped in for a three-

run double.
Kirk Gibson, whose three-run homer in the bottom of the
ninth Sunday night lifted Detroit to its victory over the
Yankees, and Lance Parrish had three singles each as the
Tigers raked three Minnesota pitchers for 15 hits.
White Sox 4, Yankees 1
Greg Luzinski singled home a run in the first inning, and
blasted a tape-measure homer in the sixth to power Chicago
past New York.
"I got around quickly and hit it off the end of the bat,"
Luzinski said of his looping single. "I was like 0-for-19, but
sometimes a hit like that gets you going a little bit."
The designated hitter's solo shot soared over the
Stadium's vast Death Valley in left-center, over the 430-foot
sign and into the Yankee bullpen.
It was the Yankees'fourth straight loss.
Royals 5, Blue Jays 3
George Brett's towering home run and three Toronto errors led Kansas city to five runs in the fourth inning and
carried the team to its victory over the Blue Jays in the
Royals'"second season" home opener.
Toronto Catcher Ernie Whitt, second baseman Damaso
Garcia and third baseman Danny Ainge all had errors to
aid the Royals.
Brett's blast deep into the right field bleachers after Hal
McRae had walked cut the Blue Jays'lead to 3-2. Before the
inning was over, Kansas City led 5-3.
John Mayberry,a former Royal, had a two-run homer for
Toronto.

LaRussa Says Key Word Is Win,
Despite Split Season Upheaval
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Sinister warnings of
another Black Sox scandal
are going out across the land
and pretty soon you may find
little kids sadly beseeching
Chicago White Sox Manager
Tony LaRussa (as an urchin
once did Shoeless Joe
Jackson after the sullied 1919
World Series):
"Say it ain't so, Tony, say
it ain't so."
You could even write a
song with woeful lyrics like
that. Come to think of it,
somebody did.
LaRussa is the innocent
middle man in a series of
blunders that baseball's architects made in hurriedly
trying to get the game back
on track after a frustrating
seven-week player strike
over the free-agent compensation issue.
In a closeted meeting of
baseball's biggest brains —
from Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn to the league
presidents, their lawyers
and statistical whizzes, it
was determined that the
season be cut in half. The
pre-strike divisional winners
— the Phillies, Dodgers,
Yankees and A's — would
play second half winners except where one team won
both division titles. Then,the
double winner would go
against the club in its division with the highest winning
percentage for the year.
It took a trio of alert sports
writers — Joe Falls and
Jerry Green of the Detroit
News and Dave Nightingale
of the Sporting News — to
discover that there was a
bug in the ointment.
It was possible, they told
everybody within earshot in
Cleveland 10 days ago, for a
circumstance to arise in the
closing week of the season
whereby a team could profit
by purposely losing a game
or games and sneak into the
playoffs through the back
door.
It took LaRussa to trigger
some action.

The most obvious threat
was in the American League
East where the Yankees,
Orioles and 'Nen could be
involved in a neck-and-neck
race at the end with
Baltimore playing Detroit
Sept. 28, 2s,30 and New York
Oct. 2,3,4.
Hypothetically, the situation could exist that the
Orioles, for example, would
not be in a position to clinch
the second-half title outright,
and would benefit by allowing the Yankees ,to win the
second leg as they did the
first. This might put the
Orioles into the playoffs on
an overall record.
Agreed, this is all
hypothetical but it's
mathematically feasible in
other divisions as well. It's
too dangerous a boil for
baseball to allow to get to a
head.
So back to the drawing
board.
The most ludicrous aspect
of this comic opera was the
horror with which some people greeted LaRussa's statement that if it came to the
choice of winning a final
season series or assuring his
team a playoff spot he would
take the latter.
"The key word is `win,"
explained LaRussa, a
licensed attorney in Florida.
"The purpose of the game is
to win and get in the World
Series. I couldn't purposely
deprive our players of that."
Most
clear-thinking
managers and players
agreed despite the ugly connotation of "throwing a
game." If baseball should
choose to leave open such an
escape hatch, who can
blame anyone from taking
it?
A lot of critics suddenly
became overly sanctimonious.
A national TV network
raised ghosts of the Black
Sox scandal, in which
Shoeless Joe and other White
Sox players were banished
for life 61 years ago for
allegedly fixing the World

Series against the Cincinnati
Reds.
Over on the New York
Yankee mike, Phil Rizzuto
and Bill White questioned
LaRussa's judgment and
carried on a colloquay of
dire consequences.
"Anybody throwing a
game ought to be expelled,"
said Rizzuto.
•
"All 25 players?" asked
White.
"All 25," said Rizzuto.
"The credibility of the game
is in enough trouble as it is."
LaRussa acknowledged
that reaction has been

New York Mets Fans
Promised A Banner
Season By Doubleday

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Now
in their 19th season, the New
York Mets have had more
slogans than they have had
pennants, by far.
But the line has been
drawn and strategy mapped
out. Owner Nelson Doubleday, nephew of the man
credited with inventing the
game, has promised a pennant contender, and there is
speculation baseball's oddball season of 1981 could provide the Mets their opportunity.
Through a steady process
of rebuilding, the 1981 Mets
even have been compared to
their more illustrious
forefathers of 1969 and 1973,
New York's only banner
seasons.
Since baseball's Second
Season began a week ago
Monday, the Mets have won
five of seven and are locked
in a battle with St. Louis for
first place in the National
League East.
Certainly there are differences of vast magnitude
between the Mets of 1981 and
the Mets of 1969, who hoisted
the franchise's only World
Series pennant up the
flagpole at Shea Stadium.
Joe "Piggy" Pignatano, in
his 14th season as a Mets
coach, has seen the difCalloway County High tickets and the sale of school ferences first-hand.
School athletic booster club spirit items. Reserve tickets
"Potentially, this club
president Sharon Brown an- to the seven Laker home may be as good offensively
nounces a club meeting will games this year will sell for as the Mets of 1969, but right
be held Thursday at 8 p.m. at $15.
now,they can't come close,"
CCHS kicks off its 11-game Pignatano says. "You've got
the school library.
The public is urged to at- schedule Friday when the to give the two rookies,
tend the meeting where the team travels to Fulton Coun- Mookie Wilson and Hubie
discussion will include ty. The following week the Brooks, a chance, and Mazreserve football season Lakers host Union County.
zilli. We've got two guys now
that you know can do it —
Kingman and Valentine.
Doug Flynn and John
Stearns: They're both hot
and cold.
"What some people forget
about the 1969 Mets is that
The Annual Meeting of the Members o
they had a lot of power —
Southern States Cooperative, Inc., served by:
more power than this team,"
SSC., Inc.-Calloway Service will be held:
said Piggy. "We had five
August 25th, Calloway County High School,
guys that could hit it out of
Business Meeting at 8:00 p.m.
the park — Shamsky, Jones,
Agee, Swoboda ani
Clendenon."
The agenda includes reports on Southern
Undoubtedly the biggest
States Cooperative and local operations and
difference between the two
elections.
teams, Pignatano said, was
the pitching. Gil Hodges' 69
By Order of the Board of Directors
team had Seaver, Jerry
E.M. Holdaway
Koosman, Gary Gentry and
Secretary
Nolan Ryan with McGraw
and Cal Koonce in .the

CCHS Booster Club
Meets On Thursday

lib Southern States
NOTICE of Annual Meet
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monumental and mixed.
"Some said it was good
that I called attention to the
flaw in the playoff plan," he
said. "Others agreed with
me. There were others, who
didn't understand, who
blistered me for suggesting
such an idea.
"I was victim of a scare
newspaper headline. It said I
favored throwing a game. I
never said or meant that. I
would forfeit the game. I
couldn't,in clear conscience,
put a team on the field and
tell the guys to lose. I
couldn't and I wouldn't."

and a team spokesman said
his status was day-to-day.
Burns, relieved by Woodie
Fryman in the eighth,
Expos6, Astro,2
Winning pitcher Ray Bur- boosted his record to 5-5.
ris and Tim Raines hit con- Fryman recorded his fourth
secutive run-scoring singles save.
in the second inning to lead
Cardinals 2, Padres 1
Montreal over Houston.
Glenn &manner's forceThe victory was costly for play grounder scored Tomthe Expos, who lost All-Star my Herr from third base
catcher Gary Carter when with one out in the 13th innhe was injured in a first- ing, leading Sr.-Louis over
inning collision with San Diego.
Houston's Tony Scott. Carter
Brununer's RBI grounder
suffered an injured ankle came off Gary Lucas, 3-6,

National League
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
He isn't just another Joe in
a baseball uniform.
"Joe Morgan," says Pittsburgh Pirate Manager
Chuck Tanner, "that's the
old pro."
Though a loser Monday
night, Tanner could still appreciate Morgan's artistry
after the gritty little second
baseman led the San Francisco Giants to a 5-1, 11inning victory.
Morgan not only delivered
a three-run double in the 11th
inning to break the game
open, but also contributed
two key defensive plays for
the Giants.
"He's worth his weight in
gold," said Giant Manager
Frank Robinson of Morgan,
even though he began the
night batting .239.
With the score tied 1-1 in
the Pirate ninth, Morgan
snared a leadoff line drive by
Tim Foli. With two Pirates
on base and one out in the
bottom of the 11th, Morgan
dived behind second base to
grab a hard grounder by Lee
Lacy and threw to second
base for a key forceout.
"He's done that many
times," said Tanner, "more
times than
I can
remember."
In other National League
action, Chicago beat Los
Angeles 3-1; Montreal stopped Houston 6-2 and St. Louis
nipped San Diego 2-1 in 13 innings.
Cubs 3,Dodgers 1
Bobby Bonds scored twice
and rookie Jody Davis set up
two runs with hit-and-run
singles to lead Chicago over
Los Angeles. Doug Bird, acquired from the New York
Yankees for Rick Rueschel
on June 12, pitched a complete game to win his second
straight start for the Cubs.
He gave up six hits and walked two, stranding eight
Dodger base runners.

bullpen. Joe Torre's '81 club
has an injury decimated collection of Zachry, Mike
Scott, Ed Lynch and Terry
Leach with Allen and Dyar
Miller in the bullpen — a far
'cry from 1969.
"People forget some of the
guys we had around in '69
who could do it," Pignatano
said. "If I could pick one offensive guy we had it would
be Clendenon." Acquired via
trade from the Houston
Astros, to whom Clendenon
refused to report, the 6-foot-3
first baseman they called
"Big Train" hit 16 homers
and had 51 RBI in 1969. Agee
had 26 homers, Shamsky 14,
Jones 12 and Swoboda 9, a
total of 77.
"The only thing I think this
'81 team might have over the
'69 guys — besides speed —
is defense," said Pignatano,
who was a catcher for the
Mets briefly in 1962. "With
Valentine, Wilson and
Youngblood (currently injured) or Mazzilli, we have"
one of the best outfields in
baseball. And with Wilson
and Brooks, this is a faster
team."
Pignatano called the catching comparison a tossup
between Grote of 1969 and
Stearns of the present team.
"Nope,definitely, 1969 was
the best team we ever had,"
Piggy said. "But let's give
these guys a chance."

the fourth Saa Diego hurler.
The victory in St. Louis'
home debut of the season's
second half was the Cardinals'fourth in a row.
Herr reached first with
one out in the 13th by drawing a walk, the seventh of
eight free passes issued to
St. Louis. The Cardinals' infielder raced to third on Ken
Oberldell's single and after a
walk to George Hendrick,
scored on Brummer's
grounder.
Jim Kaat, 4-2, was the winner in relief.

Aikman Wins 8th Weanling Title
Allman had won four
"It's hard," Aikman said.
"But believe me, it's very other times with horses by
satisfying. With a payoff like another stallion, Firefly
Supreme.
this,it's well worthwhile."
"This is eight out of 12 for
High Country is the fourth us," he said. •'And this horse
son of the stallion Hide-A- was galloping in the field
Way's Wild Country to cap- with his mother just 42 days
ture the weanling world ago.
Aikman showed 41
/
2- championship. Among them
"It's remarkable, really.
month-old High Country to was Ailunan's Hide-A-Way's But if you handle them provictory and gained a record Country Executive, the perly, you can be suc$7,783.38 for his efforts.
world champion last year.
cessful," he said.
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
James W. Ailunan of Indianapolis won his eighth
world championship in the
weanling class Monday night
at the Kentucky State Fair
World Championship Horse
Show.

$500 & $700 Rebates
New Through September 13th Receive

A 500 Robots on Any 1981 Ford
Coorkr, Van,or Truck, or a
700 Rebate On
Any 4x4
Bronco

Parker
Ford
sronu•Donvi
.
Donvi
•SX311111•SX111111•0131111/•311311111.sumi.uonst
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C-CLILIECt
SEND PART OF
MURRAY TO SCHOOL
WITH THEM!

Going away to college is a thrilling experience in
any students life, but it is also a time of unfamilar
faces,and far away places. We at the Murray Ledger
and limes have a way for the college student in
your life to take a little bit of Murray with them.Just
fill out the convenient coupon below and he or she
will be able to keep up with day by day accounts of
whats happening with friends and family in Murray.
For just $32.50 you can send 9 mo of the Murray
Ledger and Times to your student .. the closest
thing to home.

4.1

COUPON

Chiefs
Release
Love
Former Murray State ,
defensive back Terry Love
was released recently by the
Kansas City Chiefs of the National Football League.
Love, a Kodak All
American while at MSU,was
cut when the team was
reduced to 60 players. Monday MSU coach Frank
Beamer was trying to contact the Toronto Argonauts,
a Canadian Football League
team that was interested in
Love before he tried out with
the Chiefs as a free agent.
Love was travelling Monday and could not be reached
for comment.

.
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State Police Head Seeks Felony Status For Assaults On Officere
By MICHAEL EMBRY
Associated Preirst"...
LOUISVILLE Ky.( AP)Marion Campbell, the commissioner of state police in
Kentucky,says he would like
to see assaults on law enforcement officers treated

as felony offenses.
Campbell said Monday he
would probably ask the Kentucky General Assembly
next year to make an assault
charge against a lawenforcement officer a felony
offense.
"If the General Assembly

was meeting right now, it
would be my inclination to
ask for legislation making
any assault on any police officer a felony offense,"
Campbell said last week.
Kentucky statutes do not
differentiate on assault
charges against a policeman

or a citizen.
Campbell said assaults on
officers are a serious problem and getting worse all
the time.
There has been a dramatic
increase in the number of
assaults on state troopers in
the past 10 years.

In 1970 there were 3.9
assaults per 100 state
policemen. The figure climbed to 37.9 per 100 troopers in
1980, according to state
police figures.
There were 219 assaults on
state troopers where
criminal charges were filed

Author's ProtegeFlees Murder Charges
By RICK HA MPSON
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK AP) -Jack
Henry Abbott was the toast
of the town's literary set just
a month ago, an untrained
writer who'd parlayed a
hellish lifetime behind bars
into an acclaimed new book
and a promising new life.
Today Abbott is on the aim,
possibly in Mexico, trying to
dodge a murder charge, trying to hide the letters J, A, C.
K that are tattooed on the
four fingers of his left hand.
His writing since mid-July
seems to have been limited
to two letters mailed to his
sister in Salt Lake City, naming her recipient of royalties
from "In the Belly of the
Beast," a vivid collection of
letters Abbott wrote to
author Norman Mailer about
prison life.
Police say that on July 18,
six weeks after he was moved from a Utah prison to a
Manhattan halfway house,
Abbbott argued with a
waiter. They stepped out to
the sidewalk, where the
waiter was knifed and killed.
Since then, Mailer, the
man who discovered Abbott,
helped him get his letters
published, wrote a letter to
his parole board and gave
him a job in New York has
refused to discuss the case.
Mailer is "still unwilling to
talk about it. think that unwillingness will be permanent," Scott Meredith,
literary agent for Mailer and
Abbott, said Monday.
"He's just heartsick. He's
so distressed-about how this
turned Out," Meredith said
of the Pulitzer Prize-winning
writer, who is spending
August in Maine.
Mailer has been alternately criticized for ignoring or
glamorizing Abbott's record
of violence, which began
with reform school at age 14
and culminated with a conviction in 1966 for killing a
fellow inmate.
"The press is mad at Norman because he won't talk
about this," said an
associate who asked not to

be identified. "And they
have a right to be. He
shouldn't have crawled into
a cocoon like this, especially
since he's usually so open."
The detective supervising
the manhunt said Abbott
would be caught eventually.
He has spent all but 10 months of his life since age 14 in
custody, and "he is fundamentally incapable of coping in free society," said
Detective William Majeski.
"He's a survivor," Majeski conceded. "But that
was in prison. In New York
he had trouble from the
start."
Majeski said that although
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his parole board, praising Abbott's release. "Abbott
his writing. But others say was a dangerous individual
that was not why he was who should be given a regranted parole, effective hearing (for parole) in two
Aug. 25, and moved to a years," Bona said of his feelhalfway house in the in- ings at the time. "... His atterim.
titude, his demeanor inLawyers with the dicated psychosis."
Prisoners' Rights Project at
"In the Belly of the Beast"
the federal prison in Marion, has gone into its third prinIll., say Abbott made a deal: ting and should earn its
in return for criticizing author at least $250,000 when
prisoners' lawyers at Marion foreign sales are included,
and recanting a story about Meredith said. Abbott had
being tortured by guards been paid about $16,000,
there, he would be sent back most of which went for
to Utah state prison, where ,awyers'fees.
he could seek parole on state
Meredith said it was too
charges.
early to determine the
The prison lawyers imply 2rime's effect on sales.
- and federal officials deny
"People have said this is
- Abbott was released early great publicity, but we're
because he charged the very nervous about that. It
lawyers with encouraging an could be people will walk
inmate work strike.
away from the book," he
"You'll have to draw your said.
own conclusions, but until he
On whether he remains
"tend to glorify illicit sex, talked to them, he was not
Abbott's agent, Meredith
violence and lawlessness as getting out," said Jacqueline said, "Well, I'd like to hear
normal and accepted ways Abel, a staff lawyer who had his side before I answer. But
of life," and recommends represented Abbott.
I suppose lam.
that the Knights "unite with
Capt. Thomas Bona, direc"I think he's gone for good.
all other civic-minded tor of the rnaxiumum securi- He won't come back. He
citizens and agencies to stem ty unit at the Utah prison, can't. He's a great talent,
this deluge of sex and told a reporter he opposed but it was a horrible crime."
violence."
A related resolution urges
members of the organization
to influence their families
and friends to boycott companies that sponsor television shows' they find offensive.
Another proposal supports
the passage of a constitutional amendment to
-safeguard human life" and
opposes the use of tax money
to finance abortions.
Von Feldt said the
highlight of the annual
Your local independently owned True Value Hardware
meeting will be an address
tonight by Archbishop John
R. Roach of Minneapolis and
St. Paul, who id-president of
the U.S. National Conference
of Catholic Bishops and the
U.S. Catholic Conference.
The archbishop is expected to take issue with
those who have criticized
religious leaders for speaking out on social questions,
Automatically brews 2 to 10
according to Von Feldt.
cups in about 10 minutes.
"He is going to speak on
The disposable paper filter
the
inter-relationship
keeps the bitter taste
between church and state,"
Out.
5977
said the public relations
director.
The program also includes
an address by Supreme
Knight Virgil C. Dechant,
chief executive officer of the
Catholic fraternal society.
Since he was elected the K.
of C.'s top official in 1977,
Dechant has strengthened
the organization's ties to prolife activities of American
and Canadian bishops.
Abbott never showed signs of
paranoia or violence to
Mailer or Meredith, he was
unable to deal with routine
matters.
Meredith said he was
shocked by the knifing.
"Even when we had small
business disagreements he
was mild, pleasant and gentle. There was never the
slightest indication of a
tendency toward violence,"
he said. "I would have walked down any street with
Jack, and I can't say that for
all my clients."
When Abbott was in
prison, Meredith, Mailer and
Random House editor Eroll
McDonald wrote letters to

Knights Of Columbus
Discuss TV Violence
By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP)A national Knights of Columbus legislative and policy
body that is meeting in
Louisville this week plans to
discuss abortion, television
sex and violence and the
Equal Rights Amendment,
among other issues.
Some 2,500 representatives of the 1.35-millionmember society of Catholic
men began arriving Sunday
for the affair, according to
Elmer Von Feldt, K. of C.
public relations director.
A number of official
resolutions are expected to
be adopted Thursday when
the 99th annual Knights of
Columbus Supreme Council
meets.
Many of the subject areas
on which the organization intends to form policies are
controversial, Von Feldt
acknowledged.
Moral issues, such as
strengthening the family
unit in America, as well as
political issues like tuition
tax credits and voluntary
prayer in schools will be
discussed, he said.
One resolution notes that
many television programs

representing
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When a man goes into the
woods six days a week to
cut timber, he must take
with him a machine that's
reliable, dependable and
productive. Anything less
costs him money.
The Pro's proven friend is
the Partner P-70. This
masterpiece weighs in at
only 13.9 lbs., yet packs
70cc's into a 4.3 cubic inch
engine. The P-70 comes
equipped with an exclusive
devibrated handle, Ignitron

easy start ignition system,
the new T-Port cylinder and
a high power to weight
ratio.
It's the saw for the man
who takes pride in what he
does.
Partner P-70 The Tool of
the trade.

Harrell'S
Farm & Homo Supply
Csilloway Co.'s Comploto Faro Sop* Clore
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Heavy-duty 1.75-mil plastic
bags for lawn and garden
cleanup. 7 bushel size.TV715

TELESCOPING
TREE PRUNER
Fiberglass pole adjusts from
6 to 12 ft. Teflon-S5 16-in,
saw, pruner blade.
3331

DYNALITE PRUNING
DIRT SHOVE SHEARS
Tapered blade is hot
forged-strong yet lightweight. Long handle. DLR
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Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender

1.-om the Pikeville post.
Campbell has started a
study to see how other states
are dealing with the assault
problem. "We also want to
see how severe the assault
problem is," Kimball said.

TEMP-RITE 9
HEATER
Has

2016. $16.99
20 lb. $14.59 IN
12-10 oz. pkg. $6.50

22S Lb. To 325 Lb.
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the Uniform Crime Reporting Program.
Three policemen were killed in Kentucky last year - a
Jefferson County policeman,
a Perry County deputy
sheriff and a state trooper
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last year, according to state
police figures. There are 933
state policemen on the force.
During a one-week period
earlier this month five officers were assaulted. One of
the officers, Darrell Phelps
of the Bowling Green post,
was killed while investigating a marijuana
patch in Butler County on
Aug. 7.
"What concerns us about
Phelps is that he was looking
into a misdemeanor offense," said Leonard Kimball, press officer to Campbell.
Another trooper, John
Brewer of the Morehead
post, was ambushed on Aug.
6 while investigating an
alleged arson and shooting in
Wolfe County. He was hit by
shotgun pellets, but had only
minor injuries.
"The only difference
between assault and murder
is the accuracy of weapon,"
Kimball said. "It's a pretty
fine line."
There have been 22
troopers killed since the
state police was formed in
1948. Eleven of the men have
died from gunshot wounds;
eight of those coming in the
past nine years.
Ten troopers have also
died in vehicle accidents and
one was a drowning victim.
And the assault problem
isn't peculiar to state
policemen.
There were 3.4 assaults
per 100 law-enforcment officers in sherriff's offices
and 18.2 per 100 for county officers last year, according to
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Defense Spending Cuts Seen As Key To !Balanced Budget
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan's chief
economic advisers are urging him to cut planned
defense spending by $20
billion to $40 billion to keep
alive any realistic hope of
balancing the federal budget
by 1984, a knowledgeable ad-

ministration source says.
Budget director David A.
Stockman planned to recommend the defense cuts at a
meeting with Reagan in Los
Angeles today, according to
the source, who said there is
no other feasible way for
Reagan to fulfill his pledge
to balance the budget within
three years.

Backed by other top administration officials,
Stockman wants to reduce
military spending by $10
billion to $20 billion in both
1983 and 1914, said the
source, who is close to the
budget process and asked
not to be identified.
Presidential counselor Edwin Meese III, chief of staff

Five Arrested In Bombing
Were Among 517 Suspects
. By JOE BIGHAM
'Associated Press Writer
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) The five people arrested in
the $12 million bombing at a
Harvey's Resort HotelCasino in Nevada were
among 517 suspects in the
year-long investigation,
authorities say.
Herb Hawkins, assistant
agent in charge of the FBI's
Las Vegas, Nev., office, said
Monday that agents investigated nearly 6,300 peepbe and reviewed more than
120,000 records to come up
with the 517 suspects - the
biggest FBI probe ever into
a property crime.
Meanwhile,a federal court
affidavit that accompanied
charges filed in Fresno on
Monday said the heavy
gambler accused of masterminding the bombing planned to place another bomb
either at Harvey's or in Bank
of. America's main headquarters in San Francisco.
John Binges Sr., 59, twice
stale hundreds of pounds of
dynamite, first to build the
bomb that damaged
Harvey's and then to build a
second bomb, said the affidavit signed by FBI agent

Tuberculosis Cases
In Kentucky
Down Last Year

3

I
ti

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Tuberculosis cases
reported in Kentucky were
down 10.2 percent last year,
with 65 fewer incidents of the
disease reported than in
1979, according to the
Department for Human
Resources.
"The decline in tuberculoses cases in Kentucky is
enhanced by the fact that the
number of tuberculosis
cases reported nationwide
increased for the first time
since 1953," said Secretary
Grady Stumbo.
Kentucky, with 570 cases
reported in 1980, dropped
from sixth to tenth in the
rank order of state tuberculosis case rates, Sttunbo
said. There were 635 cases
reported in Kentucky in 1979.

Brown, Metts
To Take Part
In Ceremony
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts planned to join
local officials Thursday for
groundbreaking ceremonies
for the Ashilind-Coal Grove
bridge.
The state's plan to build
the $17.5 million bridge,
which links 13th street in
Ashland with U.S. 52 near
Ironton, Ohio, was announced last October by
Brown.Bicis were accepted
July 31.
The ceremony will be held
at the corner of 13th Street
and Winchester Avenue.

Copier on
the blink?

William Earl O'Reilly.
During the weekend arrests of Birges and four
others, Binges' 19-year-old
son, James, led FBI agents
to a buried cache of more
than 600 pounds of dynamite,
the affidavit said.
A preliminary hearing was
scheduled for Aug. 26 on
charges of extortion and conspiracy lodged against
Binges, a former landscaper
and restaurateur; Ella Joan
Williams, 47, a deputy
Fresno County probation officer who lived with Binges
in nearby Clovis; and Terry
Lee Hall, 25, and Willis

"Bill" Brown, 50, both
laborersfrom Fresno.
Bail was set at $2 million
for Binges and $1 million for
the others.
One of Binges' sons, John
Jr., 20, was charged Friday
with lying to the Reno panel
in February in the case but
released
on
was
recognizance.
A 1,000-pound bomb tore
apart the front of Harvey's
last Aug. 27. No one was injured, although damage was
extensive.
The FBI said the motive
for the bombing appeared to
be extortion.

James A. Baker III and asked not to be identified,
Treasury Secretary Donald vowed that the Pentagon
T. Regan are among the top would wage an all-out fight
officials who support the against reductions of that
defense cuts, the source magnitude.
For most other governsaid.
On Monday in Los ment programs, a $20 billion
Angeles, however, Meese to $40 billion reduction would
said the administration is be monumental. But for the
prepared to spend as much military, a cut of that size is
money as it takes to relatively small given the
strengthen the nation's administration's plans to
spend more than $1.6 trillion
defense.
"We're not going to be im- on defense between 1983 and
prudent or be wild 1987.
The
spenders," Meese said,"but
administration's
we will do what is necessary latest plans call for defense
to maintain the defensive outlays of $225 billion in 1983
and $254 billion in 1984.
capability."
Administration officials Stockman's proposals would
have said previously that amount to reductions of less
cuts in Reagan's defense than 10 percent a year.
spending plan - the largest "We're talking about
US. military buildup in peanuts," the administrahistory-would be needed to tion source said. "We're tellreduce projected deficits ing Defense we can no longer
afford those additional luxover the nextfew years.
However, the cuts to be uries."
unveiled today are con- Just last week, Reagan
siderably larger than those signed into law the budget
previously suggested and and tax cuts he had sought
are certain to touch off vehe- from Congress. But he still
ment opposition from must come up with $74
Defense Secretary Caspar billion in spending reducW. Weinberger and the Pen- tions during 1983 and 1984 to
bring the budget into
tagon establishment.
One senior Defense balance for the first time
Department official, who since 1969.

BEDROOMS
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between 1900 and 1906 by 7
percent a year after adjusting for inflation.
Stockman planned to
argue today that because of
earlier rniscalcuations, the
defense buildup now exceeds
the 7 percent annual target.
As a result, the defense
budget can be stretched out
over a longer period of time
without jeopardizing specific
programs or military objectives, according to budget officials.
Pentagon officials counter
that a stretched-out budget
plan leads to increased costs
for building weapons. If
there is to be a budget
squeeze, these ofliciaIs
would rather drop programs
than stretch them out.

Now York Based Stock Brokerage Firm Offers

50%,.70% off
On Commissions On
Stock Transactions
For Farther information Coll
1-212-840-2444
or Write: Spencer-Winston Securities
46th W. 47th Street
New York, New York 10036

DINING ROOM

1-3 Pc Bassett, triple
dremmr, mirror, chest mW
Wmdkeird
799.95

1 -Stanley 8 pt helium,
oval extension table, 6 cane

1-3 pc. Solid oak, seven
drawer dresser mod mirror,
chest on chest, panel heedboard

1 -Dixie 8 pc. Bamboo carved pecan wood, oval extension table, 6 cane beck

1-3 pc. klapie, triple
dresser and mime-, chest en
chest, bed with footboard

beck chairs, lighted dins

1099.95699.95

chairs

1999.95

2395.00

1 -Bassett 8 pc. pecan extension table (Formica) 6

1199.95199.95

cane bed chairs and china

1499.95

1-5 Pc. Chocolate Wrought

1-3 pc. all wood, dresser
and mirror, chest en chest,
bed headboard
999.95599.95

Iron Dinnette, white (Formica) top, oak trimmed high
back, swivel chair, white
vinyl upholstery

CHAIRS

999.95

SOFA SLEEPERS

1 -English how, hose
pillow back, navy, beige and
earth stripe
299.95

1 -.Jamison Queen Size wing
bock nylon floral. Copper,
Brown Beige
799.95

2- Mark/sent Wing, beige
cotton print
299.95

1- Jamison Early American
Queen Size, Brown Nylon

1 -Queen Ann Wing and

matching ottoman, blue anfly* velvet
499.95
2-Stained Rattan imported

OFF

chair, red print cotton seat
cushion
349.95
OS.
2-Fairfield navy bine velvet
wing chair
299.95

SOFAS
1- Nylon stripe, beige, blue
and earth tones
699.95
1-Chriten Marco Chippendale OW cotton printed floral. Beige, blue,
greens and gelds
849.95
1-Clayton Marcos Leese
pillow back Lawson, lines
border print in reds, blue 8.
green
849.95
1 -Fairfield 76" green floral

Call us today.

If Reagan were to leave
defense spending intact,
budget officials say, the only
alternative for balancing the
budget would be to make 50
percent across-the-board
cuts in domestic programs
- a politically unrealistic
scenario.
Even with defense cuts,
the administration is growing increasingly pessimistic
about its chances for balancing the budget. That is
higher-thanbecause
expected interest rates
threaten to drive up spending while the prospect of
slower-than-expected
economic growth could produce less revenues.
Reagan has pledged to increase defense spending

SAVE IMP TO

printed
bock

Better see the new-very
reliable-A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The NO has all of the most
wanted" feetures of maehines costing SO% more
-including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies.
Copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper, including overhead transparenciti and labels

The budget cuts approved
by Congress are estimated to
reduce federal spending by
$140 billion over the next
three years. That is not nearly enough to offset Reagan's
plans for sharp defense increases and a tax cut that
reduces government
revenues by $280 billion
through 1964.
From the start, Reagan's
economic plan has required
that he find additional savings beyond those already
enacted to turn a projected
$42.5 billion deficit for 1982
into a $500 million surplus by
1984.
However, administration
economists no longer believe
more sizable reductions can
be found without cutting into
the defense budget.
Social Security is the only
other major area where
significant savings are possible. Reagan already has proposed cuts in that popular
program, but he drew a
storm of protest in the process, raising doubts about
whether he can persuade
Congress to go along with
Social Security cuts that
voters would remember during the 1982 congressional
elections.

cotton,

attached

699.95

1 -King Hickory nyien
tweed, sheds: of geld and
brown with arm pillows
799.95
2- Fairfield Lewes's's,
nylon stripe, beige, blue,
orange and geld

41/9.45
- es.

This Is sogrcWialbt angle_
many outstanding values Gat
you will find during this sal.

699.95

/
12

1 -Jamison Lawson Style,
Queen Size, quilted cotton
floral, brown, copper, blue &
green
799.95

/
12

Tweed

1 -Jamison Queen Size,
mufti-pillow bock, beige and
799.95
brown with erm

DURING
OUR
SEMIANNUAL
SALE

1- Jamison Queen
navy blew cotton print

Size,

799.95

Jamison Mattress
& Box Springs
seve up Te $1 20°° per set
Twin

Reg. 259.95 NOW $1 21995

Reg. Size

Reg. 319.95 NOW $19995

Queen Size

Rog. 399.95 Now$27995

King Size

Reg. 569.95 NOW

$95
399

. 753-4834

Delivery

Ky.

IF SJ IFt 1%1 S "Ilr V IR 1E

247-5912

0Y AVAILABL

/
12

-

•
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AP

FTC Eases Rule On Cars Sales
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) The Federal Trade Commission approved a regulation
on used-car sales Friday
that is far lighter on the industry than one its staff had
recommended.
Under a law passed last
year, the regulation cannot
take effect until Congress
has 90 days to review it and
possibly veto it.
The regulation requires a
window sticker describing
any warranty on the car and
disclosing certain defects if
they are known to the dealer.
If there is no warranty, the
"buyer's guide" sticker
must warn consumers that
they are responsible for all
repairs.
All cars and most pickup
trucks and vans are covered
by the rule, but private sales
are not.
This is far short of what
the FTC staff recommended.
After an extensive investigation beginning in 1973 found
dealers
that
many
misrepresented
the
mechanical condition of
cars, the staff recommended
requiring dealers to inspect
cars before they are sold and
telling customers which of
the major systems are "OK"
and which "Not OK."

Used-car dealers said the tary inspections. Under this
inspection
requirement approach, the dealer could
would drive up prices by have said systems were
about $200 a car and give an "OK," "Not OK," and "We
unfair advantage to private Don't Know." However, insellers.
dustry groups continued to
The recommendation then oppose any regulation.
was reduced to one for volunThe second recommenda-

8 Chinese mile
7 Scots river
8Partners
9 Puts on
guard
10 Observes
11 Domesticate
16 Obtains
18 Walk
22 Complete
23 Trite
24 Deity
25 Exist
27 Crimson
29 Greek letter
30 Tokyo coin
35 Roam
38 Wan
37 Final
38 Merchant
40 Heathen
42 At that place

e

ovtes

Revl•ws Of Curront Mow*. Al Murray Thisfres)
tion was abandoned at an
ly KENT FORRESTER
April FTC meeting that
came after Senate Majority
Leader Howard Baker, RTenn., sent letters to the
commissioners urging
defeat of the recomrnendaEvery now and then a Gasp!
tion
movie comes along with an
It's not just the plot that
absolutely unique look to it. makes Motel Hell so unique.
Cheecb and Chong, through The movie is entirely unineptness, was one of those. predictable. Part of this unAll That Jazz, through predictability is due to mere
egocentricity, was another. ineptness, but most is due to
The Rocky Horror Picture the zonated out mind that put
Show,
through sheer weird- this film together. I was a
phis truck driver to one of
ness,
was
yet another. Now third of the way through the
the entertainment industry's
movie before I began to
there
is
Motel
Hell.
biggest moneymakers.
by a kind- realize that the movie was
run
Motel
Hell
is
But Tual, who spent more
farmer, Vincent camping it up rather than
than a year investigating the ly old pig
playing it straight.
it or not, by
believe
(played,
between
relationship
Many of the episodes, as
and his fat
Presley and his manager, Rory Calhoun),
you might have guessed by
Vincent,
Farmer
sister.
accused Parker of cheating
whose smoked meat is priz- now, are two steps beyond
his client.
ed by local gourmets,likes to bizaare, but one in parAmong other things, hunt at night. But he's an ec- ticular stands out in my
Tual's report charged that centric hunter. He places his mind. Near the end of the
Parker's management con- traps on the highway and movie, Farmer Vincent,
tract gave Parker half of his traps motorists when their wearing a bloody pig's head
client's incotne for life. The tires blow out. After gassing and cackling like a chicken,
attorney said most other them, he cuts out their vocal gets into a chamsaw fight
entertainment contracts of- chords so that they can only with his brother. They're
fer a maximum of 25 per- grunt like pigs Then he battling in a slaughterhouse,
cent.
buries them up to their necks so the torsos of pigs and
Tual also accused Parker in his garden and force-feeds humans are hanging by
of conspiring with RCA them to fatten them up for hooks that line the walls.
Records to cheat Presley the knife. When they're While they're fighting, a
and the estate out of millions ready, he kills them young girl, strapped to a
of dollars in payments humanely. (He believes moving conveyer belt
resulting from Presley's strongly that causing undue (shades of The Perils of
pain in animals is evil and Pauline),is moving toward a
records.
cruel). Then he butchers slicing machine. How's that
them with a chainsaw and for excitement and bizarro
mixes their flesh with pig action?
Motel Hell is one of those
meat. You see, it does take
all kinds of critters to make films that a future alien
Farmer Vincent's fritters. historian will study, long
after we're gone. Then he
Ah shucks.
will exclaim to his colleague,
Farmer Vincent is par"Ah hah, Zork, I've
ticularly proud of the fact
discovered yet another sign
well as provide for girls who
that his meat is all natural,
of the earthlings' spiritual
transfer to other campuses
containing no chemmicals or
degeneracy during their
preservatives.
decline and fall." In the
Fanner Vincent and his
meantime, while were
fat sister (who wears bib
waiting for the Apocalypse,
overalls) finally get their
movies like Motel Hell are
deserts when some of their
kind of fun. At least they're
critters unearth themselves
more interesting than tracand wreak vengeance on the
tor pulls.
bucolic pair. With his dying
Rated R: female nudity,
breath, Farmer Vincent, to
four-letter words, and gore.
clear his conscience, conHowever, because the movie
fesses that he has engaged in
is generally played for
false advertising all these
laughs, it is not scary in the
years. He has been using
way that the traditional
preservatives, he tells us.
maniac movieis.

Farmer Vincent's
Fritters

By LES SEAGO
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( AP)Elvis Presley's manager,
Col. Toni Parker, is to
receive no more payments
from the singer's estate, a
Probate Court judge ordered
Friday.
Judge Joseph Evans also
ordered Presley's estate to
sue Parker for an
unspecified amount of
money.
The ruling came at the
urging of a court-appointed
attorney for Presley's 13year-old daughter, Lisa
Marie Presley, who had accused Parker of defrauding
the entertainer and his
estate.
"I think the judge did what
he should have done," said
Blanchard Tual Jr., who was
appointed last year to look
after Miss Presley's in-

terests. "I don't think he
could have come to any other
conclusion."
Tual said the amount of
money involved in the courtordered lawsuit would be
determined by a further investigation.
Jack Magids, a Memphis
attorney who represents
Parker, said his client
denied all of Tual's allegations.
Evans - who also ordered
an investigation into RCA
Records' dealings with the
singer - delivered his ruling
in a courtroom packed with
attorneys, reporters and
Presley fans, some of whom
were in Memphis to observe
the fourth anniversary of the
star's death on Aug. 16, 1977.
Parker,71, was considered
a key factor in Presley's rise
from guitar-playing Mem-

Luana Colson To
Receive ScholarsifIn

Answer to Monday's Punk

MUD COLIC CO
EMU UMW UU
CUUMU COUOCU
UCUCIUU OUCC
CCUU CU CCU
ECU laCUUCC UCI
LIEU UNJ CC OU
CU OUUCCU LC
OCE 1110 DUB
CUM MAMA=
UCWOCC °CCU
OW USED UOU
GIC CUM CIUU
43 Baby's bed 49 The unal
44 Verdi opera 50 Messy place
46 Fondles
53 '—erclear
47 Actual being
day "

MUM NM MAME
MEM MOM MIME
MIME MIME=
WU=
ME=
=MU UM=
WIAM WOW= UMW
WM
UNE
WM
MEW WIMMEN WM
WM= MUM
WWII=
UMMUM
WIIIMMEW MIMI=
WM WWII WM=
WM= MOM WM
YOUR STUPID BEAGLE
JUST GROWLED AT ME!

Luana Colson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Odell
Colson, Route 2, Murray,
was named a scholarship
recipient for the 1981-82
school year by the Diamond
Jubilee Foundation of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority.
A senior at Murray State
University majoring in
biology, Colson has a 3:75
(out of 4) grade point
average.
Colson is vice president of
Murray State's AOPi
chapter.
According to Karen
Tucker, chairman of the
foundation's scholarship
committee, the foundation,
since its start in 1959, has
provided several thousand
dollars to help hundreds of
young women complete their
education.
The foundation was formed through the efforts of
Muriel T. McKinney who
saw the need for scholarships to enable collegians to
complete their education as

I'M SURE HE DIDN'T
MEAN AN'f1141N6 BY IT,.,

Stein Is New Adviser
To Murray State News
Luana Colson
to work with chapters with
special needs.
The foundation also
awards scholarships to nonAOPi's each year through a
grant to a selected university.

LUELL,14E DOESN'T
HAVE TO BE 50
BEA61.16ERENT!

-4

WHOOPEE
V

NANCY - --WHY
DID YOU
COME IN?

IT'S RAINING

1911,Urv1ed Feelvre

WOu,i!
WI-LAT
BLIT THAT'S
A
LOT
OF
YW1-4AT4S
NICE
PAPERWORK! Af301.JT BEING
A GENERAL

NO MATTER WI-IAT YOU
RAVE TO PO, YOU CAN
ALWAYS GET 500/1EONE
ELSE TO POT FOR YOU
\\J
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Local Man Included
In Appointments
To Council

Wisconsin-Oshkosh
and
College of
Nazareth
Rochester, N. Y. Stein also
taught at Kent State University, where he was the yearbook adviser, and at
Southern Illinois University.
He said that he believes a
broad education is important
for would-be journalists who
are in reality preparing to
become teachers.
"A working journalist is a
teacher," he explained,
"because he is teaching his
publics or society the history
of the world today."
Preparation of student
journalists is vital, according to Stein, since he feels
that little teaching goes on at
newspapers today.
"No one takes the time,"
he said. "I'm not painting
them all with the same
brush, but, in my experience, very few young
reporters seem interested in
learning more after they get
out of school and into a job."
Stein, who-earned the A.B.
degree in English at the
University of Illinois and did
graduate work in journalism
at Southern Illinois University, has two daughters —
Michael Ann, Rochester, N.
Y.,and Tracy, Buffalo, N. Y.

By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.- The
Advisory Council on Services for the Blind and
Visually Impaired has 14
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API
new members.
- A plan submitted by Big
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. Rivers Electric Corp. that is
named the 14 and also ap- designed to reduce electrical
pointed Rebecca Murrell of rates for the rest of the year,
I MEANT ID 00
Louisville to chair the coun- has been approved by the
THEM OVER 4
cil for a two-year term, en- state Public Service ComA PERIOD OF MY
ding July 31, 1983.
LIFETIME
mission.
The new council members
The PSC says the plan was
are:
necessary because Big
Carla Sue Fhinklin and Rivers apparently will
Dr. Robert Dockery, both of receive excess earnings due
Louisville; Charles Grant, to power sales to other
Harlan; Larry Atkins, utilities.
'Somerset; all for terms enBig Rivers estimates that
ding July 31,1985.
it will refund about $1.75
Barbara Whitten and million to its customers:
Cyrus Bayer of Lexington; Green River Electric Corp.,
Walter Prater, Hazard; Henderson-Union
Rural
Tommy
Frommel, Electric Cooperative and
Hopkinsville; for terms en- Meade County Rural Elecding July 31, 1964. .
tric Cooperative.
Edison Wommack and
Those three utilities then
jima W^^ia.,.af Louis-4"yor.-w1ll reduce rates to their
Glenn Hendren, Murray • for customers
terms ending July 31, 1983.
The plan expires at the end
Lloyd Agnew of Hender- of the year, the release said,
son; Max Robinson, Bowling because it has not been
Green; Harold
Jeter, determined whether Big
Ashland; for terms ending Rftrrei will sell excess power
July81,11112.
r utilities next year.
to

Plan To Reduce
Electrical Rates

414..
11114

MEN OF
MI..MV WIFE DIANA •
OUR CHILDREN,HELOISE
ANO KIT,,REX ,`491.1 KNC1N.

Floyd H. Stein, the new adviser to the Murray State
campus
News, the
newspaper at Murray State
University, has 33 years of
experience as a professional
journalist and has taught at
five colleges and universities.
He succeeds Tom Farthing, who served seven
years as adviser and as a
faculty member in the
Department of Journalism
and Radio-Television. Stein
holds the faculty rank of instructor.
A native of Philadelphia,
Stein worked for newspapers
in Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, New York and
Maryland,including the Buffalo (N. Y.) CourierExpress, the Baltimore Sun
and the Rochester (N.Y.)
Times-Union.
His experience in the
classroom and as a college
newspaper adviser includes
Central Missouri State
University, University of

AND wHO
ARE THESE
CHILDREN

_

V
1. Lepl Notice

•

-;

1. Legal Notice

6.Hel

The Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky. will
offer for sole at public auction at 1 p.m.
Friday August 21, 1981 at 5th & Walnut
Streets the vehicles listed below. They
will be sold as is where is for cash only.
The vehicles can be inspected from 12:001:00 p.m. on the date of the sale at the
sale location.
1975 Buick Electra No. 4X39T5H502582
1978 Ford Mustang II, Serial No.
8F02Y 1805 1 7
1976 Olds Cutlass Supreme, S/N
3J57P6D131223
1 978 b. AMC
Concord,
S/ N
A8A067C364446

Judge Cuts Off Payments
To Presley's Manager

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Pigeon
5 Ancient
8 Spar
12 Declare
13 Expire
14 Athena
15 Renounce
17 Regard
19 Instant
20 Brief
21 Aleutian
island
23 Finest
24 Sal. for one
26 Leather strip
28 Secret agent
31 Contunction
. 32 Decimal
33 That man
3.4 Morning
moisture
36 Fool lever
38 Noise
39 Armadillo
41 Tardy
43 Panama —
45 Form
48 Ranges of
hills
50 Gravestones
51 Mental image
52 Torrid
54 Soaks
55 Farm sight
56 One, no matter which
57 Gaelic
DOWN
1 Small arrow
2 Above
3 Excusable
4 Build
5 Poem

— — —fm'N.'"war.....
PAMI
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COMMONWEALTH
OF KY.
DEPT.OF
TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
received by the
Bureau of Highways,
Frankfort, Kentucky, until 10:00
A.M.,
Eastern
Daylight Time on the
28th day of August,
1981, at which time
bids will be publicly
opened and read for
the improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY,SSP 018 0094 012025: The MurrayEggners Ferry (KY
94) Road from KY
208, MP 12.906, to the
Marshall
County
Line, MP 24.209, a
distance of 11.303
miles. Bituminous
Surface.
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be
available. *tit 9:00
A.M ., EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME,
FRIDAY, AUGUST
28, 1981, at the Division of Contract Procurement. Bid Pronasals for all projects
will
be
available at a cost of
$2 each and remittance payable to the
State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accompany request for
proposals
r NONREFUNDABLE).
BID PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED ONLY
TO
PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals
for all projects will
be available to all interested parties at a
cost of $2 each ( NONR EF UN DA B L E I.
Specimen Proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

2. Notice
You-Pick
Purple Hull Peas
Blueberries Squash
Peas 56 00 bushel
Blueberries, $4.01
gallon Squash 30'If
pound
Picking will begin
Friday and Saturday. August 21st &
22nd, 10 00 until
dark. First come, first serve bases For
directions call 7530463 or 753-7858

lyndia Cochran Dance
end Gymnastics Studio
- Register now for Fall
classes.
753-4647

I

Protect those favorite
pictures with One of ow I
beautiful wooden frames

•

Carter Studio
300 Main

753 8298

II

leo

veil

free: 1
mks:
Maisel
Iowa 51

Auto Mi
1 to 2
Hand tc
pay and
Murray I

2. Notice
This
week's
service special at
Rudolph Tires and
Alignment
Inc.
formerly Goodyear
Service Store.
Tune-Up
34.00
Alignment
12.50
Oil 8 tube
7.00

1

SPECIAL
SMITH & WESSON
Customized by Power
Custom Ind. Mo. 44
Cal. Magnum 8"
Barrel

HELP I
weekly a
or ful
paychec
to you
Start
ex perien
at horn
pany. Al
applicati
name an
Industrn
78027.

IMMEDI
time app
available
p.m. Ex
Apply in
OLYM Pll

$995.00
SlIvor

Maid ne
days pe
neat, ha
bon, r
resume
Murray, I

& Gold
Pawn Shop
Olympic Plaza
Opesi a.m. 1•11p.m.
753-7113

NEI
Day
Woitr
Pers1
Resta
12th!

Soil Boat, 1980
Macgregor 25, like
new, fully equipped.
58,500. 489-2711
Liquidation Sale. Nostalgia
Nook Antique Shop. All
merchandise 1/4 off, Furniture. primative General
Store glassware, and etc.
Hwy. 68, 1 mile south of
Fairdealing. 354-6306.
1975 Chevrolet
SNverado truck,
454 4 barrel, like
new, new radial
tires. 82,600.06.
4374512. Cal after 200.
a

FOR SALE
Murat back pennies, by the
106 bog, bog or 4 bogs MB
not break down to walk'
anopents. Good selectiee of
dotes in "better" category
col 753-1231 from 2.4
p.m. and 7-10 p.m. Nonday tiro Sat. Prices are
Reason for sale
keying state. Private
owner wholesale only •
dealers welcome. Prices ere

SPECIAL
Smith & Wesson
Model 629 Stainless
Cal.
44
Steel
Magnum. Full target
presentation. The only
one in Calloway County.
$675.00

Silver 8,
Gold Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plata
Ops.t a.m. te
753-7113

Need a
16-21 ye
school
unemplc
dropout
months.
Job CI
Blanchai
9378.
YETT Prc

Wanted
Shingle
old. AblE
2 sq. p

hardworl
?? per h
ability.
Roofing,

Custom
building!

Will worl
Call 753-

111111
GUITAR
Jazz-Coui
beginner
players c
Music Ce
Piano t
the very
Opening
and ad
Greer,
appointn

12. In:
MFA I

hr
Wh
ICA

5. lost & Found

Exercise
conditioi

Lost. Billfold near 1 C
building. Saturday night
Keep cash, please return
wallet Call Paul Rushing,
753-7708.

15-.141

Lost, brown billfold, with
$25 to $30. switch key,
driver's license, Social
Security card inside, and
pictures. 1 Smith. Dexter.
KY. 437-4853 Lost in
Krogers of Murray. or in
Hardin.
Lost in South Side of
Murray. Dark Red Irish
Setter. Has been spayed
Advise; 753-2501.
Lost, two small black and
tan beagles, 1 male and 1
female, in Golo-Kirksey
area Last seen in Coldwater
and Stela Wearing collar,
which has wrong phone no
Call 489-2885 after 6 p m
Reward offered.

6. Help Wanted
Addressers wanted immediately - Work at homeExcellent pay - Write
Republic Service. 2971
Flowers Road South Sete
100. Atlanta. Geortra
30341

Order
seasoned
436-2751
Floating
12x26',
Bargain.
1972 Ca
Black
wheel. Ci
For Sal
unused
Phone 7!
Office
Apeco
$300 CA

s:

•

f . - •
,-1747_ta-L..-...-.......eumermsormenrAW----..*•
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15.

6.14$111it
41511 Ears sore
Work peer etre beers.
-MAC :reeds several
be yew arSets offer
bee if 'es., gifts aid
Meer items es tbe
plea. 111. cent. Me Anesheset,
wing er select*. Car
pine Needed. Abe
parties. CAI tel
free: 1-11011-353-11077, sr
orbs: ISERRI- MAC, 1101
leases Street, Debesee,
lees 52001.
Auto Mechanic, must have
1 to 2 years experience.
Hand tools required. Good
pay and benefits. Apply at
Murray Datsun.
HELP WANTED $219.00
weekly average working part
or full time
Weekly
paychecks mailed directly
to you from Home Office.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary. Work
at home. National company. All ages. Details and
application sent. Send your
name and address to: Bond
Industries. Kendalia, Texas
78027.
IMMEDIATE OPENING. Part
time apparel sales. Must be
available 10 a.m through 9
p.m. Experience prefered
Apply in person: MINNENS,
OLYMPIC PLAZA. E.0 E
Maid needed two to three
days per week. Must be
neat, have own transportation, references. Send
resume to P.O.Box 402,
Murray, Ky.

NELP WANTED
Day and
Night
Waitresses. Apply in
Person,
Jerry's
Restaurant, South
12th St,, Murray, Ky.
Need a job? Qualifications:
16-21 years of age, no high
school diploma or GED,
unemployed, a school
dropout for at least nine
months. Call Dan Walker.
Job Coordinator; Nick'
Blanchard, Counselor, 7539378. Calloway County
YETT Program.
Wanted
Experienced
Shingle Roofer. 20-30 yrs.
old. Able to put on at least
2 sq. per hour. Must be
reliable, dependable, and
hardworking. Pay $6.00 to
?? per hour, depending on
ability. Contact Phillips
Roofing, 489-2477

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751.
11. Instructions
GUITAR LESSONS. RockJazz-Country- All styles. For
beginners and advanced
players of all ages. Chuck's
Music Center. 753-3682.
Piano lessons-Classes for
the very young, ages 4-6.
Opening for older beginners
and adults. Call Karen
Greer. 759-4410 for
appointment.

12. Insurance
MFA INSURANCE CO

15. Articles For Sale 26. TV-Radio
2 Captain's chairs, with
swivel base, 1 sofa bench
seat for van, Hoover vacuum
canister, $25 00; Encyclopedias. $50 00. Call
753-2226.
4 Steel belted radial tires,
size 250-14 Like new
$100 Call 492-8851
BODY SHOP EQUIPMENT
Kansas lack frame puller
with porta-power and
attachments, $350
2-wheel dolley for towing
wrecked vehicles. $350
Flat bed trailer with 8"
tires. $100
Ten hp Case garden
tractor, hydrostatic drive,
$750
Four 36" florescent lights.
$10 each
Call 382-2832 anytime

16. Home
Furnishings
Hotpoint portable washer
and dryer. Excellent condition, $200. 753-8675.
Portable dishwasher, white
delux Kenmore, excellent
condition. Call after 5 p.m.,
753-0006
Wallpaper Close-Out, Over
3000 rolls in stock.
Prepasted-strippablesc rubbable. Values to
$13.95. single roll. Now
$4.99 single roll. The
Sherwin Williams Company.

, 17. Vacuum
Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service Topy Montgomery.
753-6760

19. Farm

514 So. 4th St
Mursay, Ky., 42071
thew C5112/ 7'53-0f32
11111141147 WTI 7534378
HEALTH.HOME

2 Scaffold wagons. Call
after 4.00p.m., 435-4305.
Omaha 12 ft. grain bed
with hoist. 753-4503.
1966 Mac Tractor truck,
excellent condition. Call
345-2861.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store. 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914.

OVEN
take up
monthly payments
Warranteed

CLAYTONS
753-7575

23. Exterminating

14. Want To Buy
Exercise bicycle, in good
condition. Call 753-7582.

15. Articles For Sale

Office equipment, used
Apeco Super-stat copier
$300 Call 753-0757

26. TV-Radio
RECORDS
TAPES
LARGEST SELECTION
LOWEST PRICES

CLAYTON%
epos NMI 73110

ATTENTION FARMERS
LORETTA LYNN FELD
DEMONSTRATION DAY
SPONSORED IT: Allis Chalmers mod
I & S Eiripapost
Mb*Dodo Row* OMR SJII• Frkla1. AlPeast

21, 19111.
NISI

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
1971 12x64' 3 bedroom.
1 47 bath. Newly carpeted
throughout. Call after 5,
753-4469
1974 mobile home, excellent condition. Central heat
and air. Call 436-2944 after
5
1975 Mobile home in
excellent condition, 12x60
Central heat/air, stove,
refrig., washer & dryer 1
bedroom with expanding
living room or 2 bedroom.
$6000.00. Located at B-3
Fox Meadows. 753-6979 or
759-4066.
Two Bedroom mobile home,
partially furnished. Also,
1976 Grand Prix, loaded,
low mileage. Call 753-8498.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
2 or 3 bedroom, completely
furnished, new furniture
carpet, airand
conditioning, Cablevision,
natural gas, central heat.
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
753-5209 or 753-2876.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home For more
information, call Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898.
For Rent- MOBILE HOME
SPACE, Near University on
Bailey Road, Mobile Home
Village, Phone 753-3895.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611
We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric. 753-9104.

Illowoo1, Ti... Per rearoolleus

B & S Equipmont
1014411242

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate
For rent Large house near
the University. With separate upstairs apartment you
can sublet If interested
call 753-5870
Four bedroom 2 bath
brick, near University,
$495 Carpet, no pets
deposit 759-1074 7532649
House for rent. 4 B.R..
furnished, 1 block from
MSU. Call 753-8250 after 4
p.m.
Log house. 1 acre; 14 miles
from
town. With
greenhouse and large
basement. 436-5859.
New 2 bedroom, 2 bath
house Furnished or unfurnished,
including
washer/dryer. No pets. 2
miles from town. $200
month, $150 deposit
753-4110.
Newly remodeled 2 bed
room house for rent
Furnished or unfurnished
Call 753-7499 or 753-0743
after 5
Two bedroom lakefront
house with garage and boat
ramp, in Panorama Shores.
Kitchen appliances furnished. References and
deposit requested 4362484.

36. For Rent Or
For Lease
For Lease: Beautiful new
home, 3 large bedrooms, 3
full baths, sunken living
room, formal dining room.
Huge family room with
fireplace. Central heat/air
and vacuum. Many extras.
On 4 acre wooded lot, Er'n
miles southwest. No pets.
$350 month, $300 deposit.
Owner moving. 753-4110.
Four-car shop for rent.
Phone 753-8606 or 7539997.

30-. Business Rental 38. Pets-Supplies
Mimi
Worolsooso
Storage Space
For Root
753-4751

32. Apts. For Rent

1 Bedroom furnished apartment, newly decorated,
air-conditioned,
low
utilities. Located in New
Concord. Call 436-5401
22. Musical
between 9am and 12pm,
For Sale: Flute, used less 6pm and 9pm.
than 4 years. Phone 2 Bedroom apartments in
753-3895.
attractive setting. Carpeted,
Woodson lead guitar amp, central heat and air,
with two 12- speakers. kitchen appliances furFender bass cabinet with nished. washer and dryer
two 15" speakers and hookup. 753-7559 of 753acoustic 150-B head. 759- 7550.
1507 after 7 pm.
Apartment for rent; upstairs
private entrance, 2 BR.,
furnished. 2 blocks from
Repossed
MSU. Call 753-8250 after 4
MICROWAVE p.m.

ta

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter.
436-2758.
Floating duck blind,
12x26', steel construction.
Bargain.
1972 Caprice 850. Green.
Black interior. AM. tilt
wheel. Call 753-5281.
For Sale: Approx 900
unused brick. $60 00.
Phone 753-3895.

AM/FM stereo, with turn
table and cassette Call
753-1499
RCA color TV. 759-1997.

Equipment 29..Heating-Cooling

JIM FAIN
AGENT

imahkg-Phai CLASS

Apartment for rent. Close to
the University. Call 7535299 or 753-9138.
College girl looking for
roommate to share expenses. Will have own room
in 3 bedroom trailer.
Paducah. 442-7694, 8 till 5
only.
One bedroom furnished
apartment in lakefront
house, with boat ramp.
Panorama Shores. References and deposit requested. 436-2484.
mall furnished apartment.
Married couple only. no
pets. no :children. See at
407 S. 8th.
Unfurnished 1 bedroom
duplex apartment. 1 block
from campus. Stove, re:rigerator. water furnished.
Single prefered. References
required. $145 month. Call
753-2234.

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room, carpeted.
Kitchen and laundry
facilities. Call 159-4538.

34. Houses For Rent
3 Bedrooms, kitchen appliances, $225. 753-8895.
3 Bedroom brick house,
$250 month, small deposit.
Good subdivision. Call
753-8300. ask for Joyce.
Weekends, 753-8582.
Beautiful house and 2 acres
in New Concord area. One
story, three bedroom, 2
bath. $300 per month.
References and deposit
_required. Couples solved._
tall owner at 436-5676 Of
753-0186.
Completely furnished, year
round cabin, Pine Bluff
Shores $200 Two sun
759-1074,
decks
753-2649

Registered Pointer puppies.
Champion blood lines. Call
474-2277 between noon
and 5 p.m. •

40. Produce
Watermelons. L.T. Pete
Valentine, 1-901-642-4439.

41. Public Sale
Moving Sale. Many items.
August 19 and 20th. Go
3
miles on 94 West to 783
South; go 3 miles. Follow
signs. 753-4110.
Yard sale. Sat., Aug. 22
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
1015 Story Ave.
Clothing; table with 6
chairs; 2-14" tires; drapes
with bedspreads to match.
Baked items, lemonade
stand.
Lots
of
miscellaneous items.

43. Real Estate
FOR RENT
Three bedroom, 2
bath house for rent,
1315 Olive Blvd. $375
per month.

Hemmed in? The
open spaciousness of
this one floor plan
makes the kitchen,
dining area, and living room practically
one huge room with
beamed cathedral
ceiling and indirect
lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a
quiet separate wing.
Add 1 and /
3
4 baths.
This home has an
assumable
loan...priced in the
low 40's. Call 7531492. Offered by Century 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

Onfuy
_ 21,

LORETTA JOSS, REALTORS

1200 Sycamo,e
Murray Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-1492

THE PRICE IS
RIGHT!
No. 373-ACRE MIL.
Eight-room and bath
older home is in good
condition, offers 3
bedrooms, inviting
fireplace, electric
wall heat, window air
conditioner,attached
garage. Excellent
garden spot for fresh
produce. Quiet,
residential setting
just 2 miles to lake
and grade school, 8
miles to college on
hard-surfaced road.
227,500.
STROUT REALTY
•

Joe L. Kennon BrAer
1912 Alaater

753-0186(An time
Your family can enjoy the
privacy of this large wooded
back yard with lots of trees
shading a red wood deck as
well as have room for all in
the 3 large bedrooms, living
room, and wide spacious
kitchen. Extra income is
provided by the inconspicuous apartment with its own
private deck. Be the first to
see this lovely home. Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

Appraisals - Connell
tag - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
If Mobile Homes is your
choice, we have many to
choose from:'692 bdrm., 1
bath, $4200. '71 2 bdrm.,
1 bath on nice shaded 4:
acre, $8900. '74 2 bdrm., 2
bath, $5500. '75 2 bdrm.,
2 bath on 4 acre, $13,100.
'79 double wide on nice
shaded lot, $17,750.
Call Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.
Purism A Thorson
tipom
I
Issorooso a
Owl RAM'
Sowthskis Court 54.
Nkretwy,Itootureky
751.4451
sirobie location for
Ober home or office.
• have a 4 bedroom
near 12th ond
ycamore. Gas heat
central air con*tioning. Priced .to
sell
Join C.
thmobsoor
Real Estoto
1 111 11•110./.

7

101 7531

<S0--

I•
753-1222

isOMPS FOR LIVRAG
I

DI'
8
$4$04
Two-story frame
home within walking
distance to Murray
Middle School and
downtown. This atand
tractive
economical home
remodeled in 1978
has 3 bedrooms, dining room, half basement and many other
features including
gas heat and storm
windows. Phone today for an unusually
good buy at only
$34,000. Phone 7531222 Kopperud Real
ty.
PRICE REDUCED
$10,000
4000 square foot in
sulated
meta
building on 11
/
2acres,
located on busy
highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost. Raiload access
in back of property.
Additional adjoining
2 acres are available.
Price reduced $10,000
to upper $50's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Real in Murray.
Located on Highway
121 South is this two
bedroom, frame
home for only
$16,500.00. Storm
doors, TV antenna,
carport and outside
storage. Convenient
location less than
five miles from Murray.
ROBERTS REALTY
12tA & Sycamore
Money,Ey. 7334651

753-1222
New Listing
Three bedroom brick;
1/
1
2 baths, central
heat and air, wood
deck, carport.
Owner financing, two
bedroom house on
large lot. 12 miles
west on 94.
7514114111
•
in

LA
1 11

PIOPERTY MANAGEMENT

alma
!
)
753-1222

Home or business for
rent call
Snot Waldrop
Rool Estate
Ilede Jeffs
Caster
755-1717

43. Real Estate

Homes FOR V111G
HOME AND 75
ACRES
Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with .
blower, several outbuildings, and 65
acres of very productive land. Owner
financing available
to qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home Team
for all the information. 753-1222.
LAKE FRONTAGE
Over 100' of lake
frontage with concrete sea ill and
.
I.ig on
boat dock .,iebt
4&v.
Kentitely1
/
4
pert Ss
very
n. bile
home and lar,..e concrete bloc!. building
formerly used as a
restaurant. Priced to
sell, mid $30's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
7

mousses FOR LIVII1G

46.Haines For Sala

By Owner 1505 Oak Drive.
BV with 1400 plus sq ft
living area, fully carpeted 3 .8 Mark Twain boat, 165
bedrooms, built-in kitchen hp inboard motor with
and family room combina- 180 hours of use Days,
tion, living room utility, 753-6395 After 4, 753one large bath, lots of 6608
storage Low $40's. Call 22' Venture sailboat and
753-9818 Must see to all equipment $5200 Call
appreciate •
436-5859
For sale by owner, six room Fiberglass bass boat, swivel
brick house. 2 bedrooms, seats. 1224 volt trolling
garage, on corner lot, motor, radio, 55hp Chrysler
78:187'. In quiet re- motor. Heavy duty trailer.
sidential neighborhood. $1800. Call 492-8425.
Walking distance to shopNovelty "Sea-Doo" Jet boat.
ping center Call 753-1276
with Sears trailer. Unusual
water craft Priced to sell.
47. Motorcycles
Inquire- 0.B Boone, 605
1972 Harley Davidson. fully Main.
dressed. $2250.00. 2 miles
in 121 S Trailer Court, in 53. Services Offered
2-story house.
30 years experienced car19/6 Honda, 550 4-cyl penter work. Also, flue
Electric start, turn signals, building. Call 436-2253.
crash bar, sissy bar. manual AAA CUSTOM
MADE
cruise control; with 2 CABINETS
bookcases
helmets. Exc condition. music centers, etc
$1200. 759-1465
Reasonable 436-2566
1977 Honda 750-F. Good ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
condition, with windshield or vinyl siding and trim.
and luggage rack call Aluminum trim for brick
767-2758.
houses. lack Glover. 7531977 Honda 750-4. Low 1873.
mileage, fully equiped. GENERAL HOME REPAIR
753-685 after 6 p.m.
15 years experience carpenconcrete, plumbing,
try,
1980 YZ-250. Good condition Sale or trade for 3 roofing. siding, things
around the home. Free
wheeler. 759-4712 after 6.
estimates! No job too small.
1981 ATC-200 Honda 3 Call days 474-2359. 474wheeler. Call 492-8425.
evenings.
On
2216
474-2276.
FREE!! Spark plug(s) with weekends,
Tune-Up. Motorcycle Parts II & K Stump Removal. Do
& Service, 307 N. 4th, you need stumps removed
759-1919 or 753-8292 from your yard or land
Open afternoons-4-6, Sat cleared of stumps? We can
9-3,
remove stumps uP 'to 24"
below the ground, leaving
48. Auto. Services
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
AUTO PANTS
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
315 S. Mb St.,
HOME REPAIR. InMOBILE
Marry,Itwolocky
stalling tie downs, underBottorios, tiros,
pinning, roofing, installing
wheel corers, out*
doors and windows. Also
accessories. 24 boor
build porches and patios.
towhee. Also UcomCall 753-6973. Free
estimates! No job too
plete Iwo of used
small! On weekends, call
owl* ports.
474-2276.
753-55N
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Import Auto Salvage. Used underpinning, roof's sealed,
Parts for most Imports. Call patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
474-2325.
homes. 753-1873. Jack
49. Used Cars
Glover.

NEW LISTING
130 acres farm with
Oldsmobilo
attractive 2 bedroom I 1171
Royal,
Dolts
4 door
home and several
ono
hid,
Sodom,
outbuildings only 8
°WNW.
miles southeast of
Murray. Acreage inPURDOM
cludes approximateOLDSMOBILE
ly 55 tendable acres.
PONTIAC
Being sold to settle
CADILLAC
estate. Phone 7531406 W. Maio
1222, Kopperud Real753-5315
ty, for Real Service
in Real Estate.

ANOTHER NEW
LISTING
Four bedroom home
with
basement
located
near
downtown. Owner
being transferred
and will sell at a
sacrifice. Asking only ;36,500. Very
reasonable utility
bills. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realt

44. Lots For Sale
Iv? acre wooded lot, has
septic tank and well Call
753-8491
For sale 16 acres- 13
woods. 3 pasture. 7 miles
from Murray on 121 S
753-6265
For sale, lot at 1713
Holiday. 753-6265
Lot for sale or trade, in
Maple Woods Estates subdivision. 1 mile east
$3750 00. Will trade for
auto , pickup or motorcicle
of equal value Call 3822832, Grove County.

46. Homes For Sale
3 Bedroom. frame house.
large lot, located at 1008
Olive. Call 753-9775 or
inquire at 1011 Olive St.
House and lot, on Coles
Campground Rd Call 753
0412 or 753-7636

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
22$ L. P. MOW St.(Amos free Ceemenity Ceotet)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tves., Mors., Fri., Set.
8-12 753-368S
For Appointment

53. Services Offered
52. Boats and
Boat Motors Air-conditioners, dryers,

1969 Mustang Fastback,
$1500
12 ft. sailboat with trailer.
753-7271.
1972 Chevy Nova. 4 door,
V-8, automatic. power
steering, air, velour seats.
One owner $1450 Call
753-8124
AirGremlin
1972
conditioning, new tires. 6
cyl $800 or best offer
767-4779.
1975 Chevy Monza. Call
436-5455 after 8 p.m.
1975 Lincoln 4 door, fully
loaded all power Rebuilt
engine has 1200 miles on
it Good condition Has
some rust $1500 1591465
1979 Mazada RX-7. 5
speed, air, sun roof. 14.00
miles Showroom condition.
only $9000 Call 753-3006
evenings,
1980 Cougar XR-7. Power
brakes, steering, windows.
AM/FM radio,
seats
Michelin tires, automatic
overdrive transmission
Loaded with options
$6500. 437-4892.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore,
Whirlpool.
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 Bobs
Appliance Service, 202 S
5th
Air-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair. Electrical
Work. New or Repair. Call
753-9856 or after 5 P M
753-8526
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. call 753-9104.
Aluminum Service ra7
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References. Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.

'

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
from your driveway. Industrial, residential. or
commercial. 24 hour service. Call 753-5933.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting.
roofing. and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction
753-9822.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call 753-2310
,r0

".

1978 Chevy Sth,etado. 20
series long wheel base.
bucket seats. tilt wheel,
Power steering, brakes. and
air. AM/FM radio ColorA-1 condition.
silver
$4250. 492-8425.
JEEP, CARS, PICKUPS
from $35. Available at local
Gov't Auctions For Directory call Surplus Data
Center 415-330-7800

withers, and freezers
repaired Call 759-1322
C and S Stripping and
Refinishing For free estimates call 753-7499 or
753-0743 after 5
Concrete and block brick
work Basements drive
ways, storm cellars por
ches 20 years experience
753-M76
Expert plumbing serviceKeane Plumbing & Heating
Serving Murray and West
KY area Call 489-2846
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for"
free estimate for your
needs
For your DIRT and TOP SOIL
needs Call Roger Hudson
753-4545
Guttering lay sears Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
Heating. refrigeration, and
electrical repair
Bob's
Refrigeration
Service,
Hazel, KY. 498-8370 or
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart.
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING. 24 hour service,
also instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work.
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203
Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call BOVER'S TREE •
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536
Now open! Doug Jones
Electric, Airport Rd Residential work. Guaranteed
free estimates. Call 7539555.
Painting and Decorating
Interior and Exterior 10
years experience I take the
time to do the job right
Call 759-1692
Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings.
top. sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
F rns. 759-1987.

P & D Lawn Service
Mowing.' small tree and
Free
hedge trimming
Estimates 436-2997
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing. carpentry. or electrical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estimate
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guaranteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A. Paducah, KY 42001
or call day or night
1-442-7026
Will do ironing in my home
767-4381,
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 Or 753-6763.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws 753-4656

56. Free Column
Free 6 week old mixed
breed puppies. small dogs
4 males, 2 females and
older female dog Call
753-2504
Free kittens 753-1323..
753 5763
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Summer Sale I
10% Off

50. Used Trucks
1973 Datsun pickup, good
condition. Call 474-2325.
1973 Dodge Pickup 318.
standard shift with topper
Nice truck, good condition
$1450. Gall 753-8124.
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All Plants in Stock
,..inciediag: Shrubs(thousands to select from)
shod* trees • fruit trees, house pionts, hanging
baskets. cactus.
Illeeatirog Crepe MOND
22.99
Sale ends Aug. 22
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I Deals aid Funerals'
Final Rites Held
For P. N. Mahan
Services for P. N. 'Bill'
Mahan of Murray Route 8
were held Monday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. A. H. McLeod officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were John and
James Mahan, Richard
Young, and David, Tim, and
Skip Ginn. Burial was in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Mahan,84, died Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
His wife, Mrs. Myrtie Todd
Mahan,died Nov.6, 1980.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Hilton Hale,
Murray; two sons, J. R.
Mahan, Murray Route 8, and
J. C. Mahan, Murray Route
5; four grandchildren; three
step grandchildren; six
great grandclnldren.

Mrs. Thurman's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
Funeral services for Mrs.
Rudolph ( Euple ) Thurman
are being held today at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker and John Dale officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., is soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Buddy Buckingham, Lee
Stewart, Mike Wilson, Craig
Thurman, Mike Outland.
and Edwards Roberts.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Thurman, 77, died
Sunday at 10:19 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her husband, Rudolph Thurman, to
whom she was married on
Oct. 17, 1920; two daughters,
Mrs. Max Gibbs and Mrs.
Chad Stewart, and one son,
Charles R. Thurman, Jr., all
of Murray; two brothers,
Elige M. and John H.
Outland, Maybe, Mich.; five
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.

Investments

...(Condoned From Page 1

Mrs. Game Fisk
Dies Tuesday With
Rites On Wednesday
Mrs. Game Fisk of Farmington died today at 2:45
a.m. at the Care Inn at
Mayfield. She was 85 years
of age.
The deceased was the wife
of Luther Fisk who died in
1961. She was a member of
the Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene at Kirksey and
a retired employee of the
Curlee Clothing Company,
Mayfield.
Born Nov. 9, 1895, she was
the daughter of the late
Earlie Cunningham and
Flora Lawrence Cunn
nigham.
Mrs. Fisk is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Carnie
Pierce, Farmington, and one
great niece, Mrs. Gerald
Tabers, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
with the Rev. Ercel Carter
and the Rev. Harry Yates officiating.
Pallbearers will be Carl
Usrey, Twyrnan Edwards,
Bryan Staples, Leonard
Crouch, Ray Owens, and
Emery Hook. Burial will
follow in the Farmington
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Wiley

Final rites for Mrs. Lena
Hill Wiley, widow of Carl
'Cowboy' Wiley, were held
today at 10 a.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. William
Baldwin and the Rev. Roger
Joseph officiating, Leland
Peeler as soloist, and Terry
Downey as pianist.
Pallbearers were Jimmy
Rutland, Gene Pritchett,
Polk Tyler, Terry Tyler,
Nicky Ahart, and Joe Brandon. Burial was in the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Wiley, 67, died Saturday at 11:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by two
daughters, Wilma Farnam,
Atkins, Ark., and Mrs. A. C.
Brower, South Fulton,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Ben
The funeral for Ben Schroader, Dexter, and Mrs.
Thomas Haley, a native of Nonie Brandon, Murray
Hardin, was held Sunday at 3 Route 4; three brothers p.m. at the First Baptist Milton and Paul Hill,
Church, Troy, Tenn., with Paducah, and Bryan Hill,
the Rev. William George and Almo: seven grandchildren;
the Rev. Bill Irvin of- three great grandchildren.
ficiating.
Burial .was in the Terrace
Hill Cemetery there.
Mr. Haley, 37, died Friday
on U. S. Highway 51, one
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP - U.SliikA mile south of Arlington, in an
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
accident involving three 1400; compared to Monday's close;
slaughter steers and heifers poorly
semi-trailer trucks.
tested, limited offerings near steady;
The deceased moved to slaughter
cows and bulls steady,
Obion County, Tenn., in 1968 slaughter calves untested early;
limited
offering steady with
vealer
from Paducah. He was a
Monday's late advance of 1.00 to 3.00;
former employee of Davis feeder steers steady, heifers steady to
Transport of Paducah and 1.00 higher;
Slatighter steers, choice 910 lb 65.50,
Barker Brothers of Troy, mixed
good and choice, including
Tenn., but had been Holsteins. 855-1105 lb 58.50 to 63.50,
lb M.00; slaughter heifers,
good
760
Sawmill
employed by Storey
choice 885 lb 80.90, good 860-960 lb
and Lumber Company of 49.7547.50; slaughter cows commercial 44.75-47.5; utility 41.10 to 46.25. a
Troy since 1972.
high-dressing high-boning percent
The former Hardin native few
46_40-47.25; cutter 39.25-42.25; canner
served in the Kentucky Na- and cater under 800 lb. 34.50-3925.
Slaughter bulls, U.S. 1 1290-1860 lb
tional Guard and was a Sun56.0048.75. US 1-2 1175-1555 lb 50.00day School teacher and 55.00. U.S. 2 800-1420 lb 46.00-51.50;
member of the First Baptist slaughter calves and vealers. a few
good and choice 190-240 lb vealers
Church of Troy. His father 60.00-68.50.
was the late George C.
Feeder steers, medium frame 1. 290390 lb 65.00-73.00, 400.500 lb. 63.00 to
Haley.
66.50.500 to 600 lb 61 00.0540,600-735 lb
Survivors are his wife, 513.75-65.25, 850-1065 lb 55 25-60 00,
Mrs. Dorothy (Dot) Barnes 'small frame 1, 300-500 lb 6000-61 75,
mdeiurn frame 2 300-500 lb 5500.0300,
Haley; his mother, Mrs. 500-730
lb 52.75-62 00, large frame 2,
Louise McDonald Haley,and mostly Holsteins, a few 415-455 lb 50.0000,
4990-52.00. 740-905 lb
51
500400
two sisters, Mrs. Margie
47 00-50.00.
a half-load 903 lb
Morris and Mrs. Linda Holsteins atincluding
50.00. heifers, medium
Driver, all of Paducah; two frame 1 250-400 lb 53 50-61 00, 400.500 lb
5300.5625, 500400 lb. 53.00-57 75, 600half sisters, Mrs. Debbie 745
lb 53.00-55 25, including 706 lb 55.5.
Simmons and Miss Leasa small frame 1 300-500 51.00-53.50.
frame 2300-560. 47.00 to 54.00.
medium
Haley, Cleaton ; one brother,
500.700 lb 4000.5300; stock cows and
Irvan H. Haley, Coffeyville, calves, small and medium
frame 1-2,
Kansas; half brother, Tom- 100.150 lb calves at side 405 00-425 00
per pair.
my Haley, Cleaton.

Rites Held Sunday
At Troy Church
For Ben T. Haley

customers.
According to Newman, the quarterpercent discount is necessary because
banks must pledge 110 percent collateral for the state deposits, which
generally take the form of certificates
of deposit.
Keeping state deposits in Kentucky
banks has traditionally been justified
by arguments that banks use the
deposits to make loans, spurring
economic activity which offsets the
lower interest rates.

In this case, the bottom line apparently will be that the system will
continue as it is now.
The goal has "no effect on what the
treasurer does," Newman said in an
interview. "The effect is that (the
discussion) provided an avenue for
the two sides to air their thoughts and
their r sitions. Treasurer Davis is
convinced that his position is the best
thing for the taxpayers. For now, it
stays the same."

Students

•••,Continued From Page 1)

nalism and racAo-television on the
campus, will serve as master of
ceremonies,and Hurnphreys, who is a
professor in the Department of Professional Studies, will welcome guests
and make introduction.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university president, will make some remarks
to the gathering. Others on the pro-

FIDDLING AROUND - Connie Ottway, introduces
the violin to Ginger Hicks, a Calloway County Library
Story Hour participant. Mrs. Ottway, a talented instructor in the Paducah area has offered to visit the
3:30 p.m. Story Hour for two more Wednesdays, Aug.
19 and 26. She will be busy involving the children in a
variety of music appreciation activities and introducing
them to several string and percussion instruments. All
children ages 3-8 are invited to attend.

Dennis Lashes South

Correction

Willie Nelson Stricken;
Kentucky State Fair
Appearance Cancelled

Stock Market

38%
331 um.
4
37'4 ,
58 unc
5+. +4
21 +4
1374
274 +4
484 +4
364 unc
. -4
233
19% -4
40% -4
WI -62
57 +1.4
24413 2464A
. 19% -44
. 774 -4
34% +4
3814
. 45 +4
15

CEF Fund

Among those who will be present to

111.15

honor the scholarship recipients and
their parents will be the volunteers
who have worked in the scholarship
program, donors and sponsors, officers of the Alumni Association,
representatives of the campus community, members of the board of
regents, and area superintendents,
principals and counselors.
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Fort Myers and Palm
Beach, had dumped more
than 22'2 inches of rain on
the southern Dade County
town of Homestead in the 24
hours ending at 8 a.m. Nearly 22 inches of rain fell in the
Miami suburb.
The heaviest flooding was
concentrated in an area
known as the Redlands, a
farming region north and
west of Homestead, which is
about 35 miles southwest of
Miami.
"The Redlands area is
FRESNO, Calif. AP) - under 3 to. 5 feet of water,
The Associated Press er- and we're trying to get the
roneously reported Monday people out that want to go,
that James Birges had been using any way we can charged in connection with canoes,
airboats,
the 1980 bombing of Harveys whatever," said Dade CounResort Hotel-Casino in ty Metro Police spokesman
Stateline, Nev.
Normando Gregorisch.
James Birges was not Metro Police Sgt. Robert
charged. His father, John W. Jenkins said,"Parts of Carol
Birges, was arrested and City, Homestead and the
booked for investigation of Redlands are completely imextortion and conspiracy. passable. We don't know how
John W. Birges Jr. was book- long it's going to last."
ed in Fresno for investiga- Several traffic arteries in
tion of lying to a grand jury southwestern Dade were
in Reno, Nev., in connection under water and imwith the case.
passable, Gregorisch said.
Three other people were Flooding also was reported
also arrested.
in residential areas of
The bomb caused $12 Homestead Air Force Base,
million damage.
in Leisure City, near
Homestead, and on
fashionable Key Biscayne,
southeast of downtown
WAILUKU, Hawaii (AP)
Miami.
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higher, full advance on weights over
says he will miss
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450 lb, US 1-2 300-400 lb 41.00-43.00, 400- buildup of water.
450 lb 43.00-44.50, 450-500 lb 44.50-46.00,
water-control scheduled concerts this week
"Every
500-635 lb 46.0-47.00,'a few to 47.95;
at the Indiana and Kentucky
boars over 300 lb 3925-4020, under 300 structure is standing wide
lb 34.80-37.75;
open" but is providing little state fairs.
Sheep 20; represented classes
A nurse at Maui Memorial
relief, said John Adams,
steady, slaughter lambs. choice and
said Monday the
Hospital
superintendent ant the
prune, 102 lb 55 00.
district's Homestead field singer was confined there,
but refused to give any
station.
details about his condition or
Prices of stock of local interest at
when he was admitted. A
11 a.m., CDT, today, furnished to the
supervisor said,"All
nursing
Ledger di Times by First of Michigan.
Corp . of Murray. are as follows'
our information about patients is confidential," and
+1 33
Industrial Average

By DAVID CHANDLER
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI ( AP) - Tropical
Storm Dennis lashed south
Florida with gale-force
winds and torrential rains today, flooding suburban communities near Miami and
forcing many residents to
flee their homes in airboats
and canoes.
The storm, stalled in the
Florida Peninsula between

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A F
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublien
IBM
Jerico
K-mart
Penwalt...
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's

gram will be James E. "Buck"
Hurley of Benton, president-elect of
the Alumni Association, who will give
the invocation, and Barkley Jones of
Fulton, chairman of the Century Club
drive, who will deliver the benediction.

Citizens Group Sees Crisis;
Urges New Funding Methods

Livestock Market

I

But Commerce Secretary Bruce
Lunsford, a member of the commission, argued that "none of this (state)
money right now is going to be used
for economic development" because
of the high cost of borrowing.
"It's no different from insurance
contracts," Lun.sford said. "You
either bid it and make the maximum
yield for the state.. and get the
cheapest price possible or you don't.
The bottom line ought to be the
same."

MHS Yearbooks
Available
At School

The 1981 Tiger yearbook
will be distributed from
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. today
and Wednesday in the Murray High School lobby.
Graduates and students
may pick up their copies
then, according to Clara
Humphrey and Evon Kelley,
sponsors.
Phil Resig and Charles
Beaman were editors of the
1981 Tiger.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
August 18,1601
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 422 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .50 lower Sows uneven,
steady to .50 higher
850_75-51.00
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
$49.7540.75
US 1-2 200-210 lbs.
850.25-50.75
US 2 210-2501bs
US 2-3250-270 ltes.
$49.25-50.25
Sows
841.00-42.50
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$42.00-43 50
US 1-3200-490 lbs.
143.50-45.00
US 1-3450-500 lbs.
lbs.
$45.00-47.50
1-3500430
US
841.00-42.00
US 2-3300-560 lbs.
Boars 31.00-33.50

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

refused to answer questions.
Nelson was reported by a
country-western radio station in Houston to have suffered a collapsed lung due to
a respiratory ailment.
The Nelson concert at the
Indiana State Fair, scheduled for Thursday night, will
instead feature singer Barbara ... Mandrell, a fair
spokesman said.
The concert at the Kentucky State Fair was
cancelled.
Nelson is considered a
leader in the recent surge of
so-called "outlaw" country
music and was the singer of
the recent hit,"On the Road
Again."

Pick-N-Choice
Either
Truck $577P0
For Only
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

Kennington Knits 514.95

Shoes 528.95

Jeans S12.00

Knits 511.95

(,,eot looking

Levi Brand Fashion

Designer Jeans 516.95

JEANS 20%,f

Boot Cut Strolh• Bell )s, Big Bell S14.95
One Large Group

Knits 55.95

MI Styles

Tlpsolt.

THIS GREAT SALE IS STILL IN PROGRESS UPSTAIRS

DIVISION

Great Savings In
Boy's Dept. Too!
On. Group

Kennington Knits

Sizes 1 8

Long Sleevu

641 South, Murray

01114ERA L MOTORS

CORN-AUSTIN 1ST BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
Sport Shirts 514.95
lzod Shirts 516.95
All Levis Basic Jeans

X

Shirts
Casuals
Ml

p

Jeans

CORN-AUSTIN

F.*

